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Paul Butts Graduates' From Dairy
Feed School In Jackson, Tennessee
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HOOL'S NEVER OVER IF YOU'RE GOING TO KEEP UP WITH
TIMES" says Paul Butts of Fulton (center) pictured here at •
acheel for dairy feed dealers. At left is Ralph Edrington, Wayne
• roprosentativ•, and the gontlerri•n on the right is Dr. William
, Wayne Foods research specialist, and manager of the dairy de-

Paul Butts, Wayne Feeds Dealer
•resentative from Fulton. Ky.,
, as one of 30 persons attending a
• nt Dealer School on Wayne
try Feeding at the New Southern
- - otel in Jackson, Tenn.
John M. Hall, Volunteer Division
Manager, said that the purpose of
the school was to enable Mr. Butts
to better serve the dairymen of
Fulton area in attaining better
production from their dairy herds.
Segments of the school included

West Kentucky will see a starstudded group of Democratic politicians in two dinner meetings
week-end. Both
scheduled this
meetings will be attended by Governor Edward T. Breathitt and
former governor Bert T. Combs.
Fulton Countians will be well
represented at both meetings.
The Annual Jefferson-Jackson
Day dinner will be held in Mayfield. The dinner is aponsored each
year by the First District Democratic Womans Club.
The dinner is set for Saturday,
May 21 at the Merit Convention
Hall at 7 p.
The State President of Democratic Womens Clubs, Mrs. Tom
Garrott of Paducah will preside.
Friday night a giant fish fry
will be held at Kentucky Dam Village at 6 p. m. CST when Mr.
Combs will speak on behalf of his
old friend, Judge Brady who is
seeking re-election to the Court of
Appeals in next Tuesday's primary.

sessions on the importance of the
Dairy Farmer in the future; the
way that the dairy farmer will fit
into the overall agricultural picture; and varied sessions designed
to train Mr. Butts to better serve
his customers through Wayne research-approved feeding programs
and improved dairy hard management.
Speaking at the school were Dr.
DECORATION DAY
William Byer, Manager, Dairy Department; Jerry K. Smith, RegionMay 22, will be DecoSunday,
al Livestock Specialist; Bob Coffat Stanley Chapel in
man, District representative for ration Day
County. Bob McAdoo,
Obion
7,
No.
Wayne Feeds, and Mr. Hall.
will give the addreas
City,
Union
of
Also included in the two-day sesdinner will
sion was a trip to a Jackson area at 11 a m., a basket
a business sesnoon,
at
served
be
dairy farm. This tour enabled the
p m , and a special
participants to see, firsthand, how sion at 1:30
the rest of the
the Wayne New Concept Challenge singing throughout
afternoon.
Feeding Program enables dairymen to find out how much their
cows really can produce.
DECORATION DAY AT
This school was one of the first WALNUT GROVE CHURCH
in a series designed to improve
Next Sunday, May =, will be
dealer service to Wayne Feeds'
customers. Upon completion of the Decoration Day at Walnut Grove
two-year Wayne Dealer Service Methodist Church Cemetery.
Mr Butts will become a
If you are one of the 12,000,000 School,
member of the Division Sales Manpersons oho reads Redbook magaager's
Council.
zine sou can well understand why
Governor Breathitt has presented
Miss Florence Somers of the Red.
book staff the first of a new honor
bestowed upon individuals for outstanding contribution to the Commonwealth It was through the efforts of Miss Somers that Milton
Two prominent Fulton club- ing at the University of Kentuc.
Cohen, an outstanding writer. contributed a "vacation story" to women were among the select the distinguished cross-section
leaders were
Redbook, that should result in group of Kentuckians privileged to Kentucky's women's
and Mrs. Edthousands more persons coming to attend a luncheon in Lexington guests of Governor
Breathitt.
T.
Edward
this State to visit and we hope to last Thursday when Governor
ward T. Breathitt was presented a
live.
In 1964 Gov. Breathitt appointcopy of a two-year long study on ed the 26 member commission to
the status of women in Kentucky. study the status of women in Kenan
called
is
award
The new
Mrs. Lorene Harding, immediate tucky. The parent organization was
"Oscar," and has all the connotapast president of the Fulton Busi- originated by President John F.
tions of distinction that the motion
ness and Professional Women's Kennedy with Mrs. Eleanor Roosepicture industry attaches to its anClub and Mrs. Ramelle Pigue also velt as chairman.
nual awards to motion picture ara local past president and now
tists and producers. If Kentuckians
under the
Kentucky's study
first district B&PW director were
and out-of-staters attach the same
among the 300 women invited to chairmanship of MIJS Chloe Gifford
significance to the newly created
from UK, dealt with the status of
Ester
Mrs.
when
gathering
the
"Oscar" award for service to the
Peterson, asaistant secretary of women in education, employment,
travel industry as they do to a
labor for labor standards and legal status, home apri community,
Kentucky Colonelcy, then this State
Citizenship,
service.
chairman of the President's Coin. volunteer
will see a wave of competition for
consumer interest, culture and religion, Kentucky is
mittee on
the Oscar that is out of this world.
the first state to study the last
address.
dynamic
a
made
And so will visitors flock here from
Held at the Student Union Build- Iwo subjects.
the same areas.

o's
Notebook

Mrs. Harding, Mrs. Pigue Among
Select Group Al "Status" Meet

Peel-Off
owing On
eters

We congratulate Miss Somers on
her high honor and the Department of Public Information for its
vision in estabalishing the competition that will make the sun shine
much, much brighter on the travel
industry in this State. Don't know
.
how it can get much brighter
but if Cattle Lou Miller, Bill
trykeep
Knight and all concerned
ing in the future as they have in
the past, we'll be up to our necks
in tourist dollars, and that ain't
bad at all!

South Fulton:Total
_ 'White
Non-White

2,686 2,512 2,119
1,937 1,743 1,316
803
769
749
26,957 29,056
23,753 25,791
3,204 3,265

Obion County - Total
White
Non-White

Elderly Population:
65 and over in
South Fulton - Total
White
Non-White
Obion County - Total
White
Non-White
(*NA: Not available)

—
—
—

305
222
83

The City of South Fulton, Tennessee is a community on the move, a recent special census conducted by
the United States Department of Commerce revealed
this week. While Obion County has lost seven and a
half per cent of its population since 1940, the bustling
across the Kentucky border has gain2,050 little municipality
ed a total of 25 percent in population, in the same 20NA' year span.
NA .
The 1966 census shows that South Fulton has
30,978 grown 32 percent in population since 1940.
What is more, the population increase means a
NA
windfall in added revenue for general operation of the
NA
city and for street improvements. The State of Tennessee allocates to its municipalities, on a per capita basis,
tax monies collected from gasoline and sales taxes.

179
NA
NA

— 3,608 2,868
— 3,239 2,573
295
369
—

South Fulton-Total Population
Both Sexes

Special April 5, 1966 Census:
White
Non-White

Male

Female

2,686 1,294 1,392
929 1,008
1,937
384
749
365

Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates Observe
Golden Wedding Anniversary Sunday

A progressive-minded City Corn'
mission, realising that added population means added revenue from
State tax collections ordered the
special census taken last month,
which will reiralt in, some $12,000.00
in revenue beginning July 1, 1966
and ending June 3O., 1970. "It was
a good and wise investment," Commissioner John Reeks told the
News on Wednesday. "The census
cost a total of $851, gave employment to five persons for several
days, and still will loins in a sizeable amount of revenue that will
be used for establishing many
more progressive programs in
South Fulton."
The special census revealed that

Marilyn McKendree
Gets Top Rating
In Piano Test

gains

Marilyn McKenoree, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. McKendree,
auditioned for Nelson and Neal,
"the Australian-American two piano
-am, at the University et TensesMartin Branch eampukon Satrday, May 7.
Marilyn studied piano with her
mother until last year and is now
a student of Robert Stewart, Assistant Professor ill Piano at UTMB.
She was one of a number of West
Tennessee piano students who entered the auditions, which are a
continuation of the West Tennessee
Piano Festival, begun on the
campus in 1957. This was the first
Mx. and Mn. Yates
year that Neilson and Neal, who
Mrs. Yates is the daughter of have joined the UTMB staff as
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Yates, of
members, have
Artist-Faculty
Mr.
Joe
Lula
late
Bennett.
and
the
Water Valley, Kentucky, will celetaken an active part in the audibrate their Golden Wedding anni- Yates is the son of the late Gus
competition
A
scholarship
tions.
and Mary Ann Yates.
versary on Sunday, May 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Yates are the par- for high school juniors and seniors
Mrs. Collie Graves and Mrs.
the day's
to
added
been
Christine Graves will honor their ents of six children, Mrs. Collie has also
parents with open house from 2 Graves of Water Valley, Mrs. activities.
Marilyn received the highest
p. m. to 5 p. in. at the Yates' Christine Graves of Mayfield, and
four who are deceased. They also rating given and was given a copy
home in Water Valley.
Three local persons were fined a
As You
Mr. and Mrs. Yates were mar- have six grandchildren and six of Dr. Neal's book, Wave
Pass. Nelson and Neal recom- total of over $400 here Tuesday
ried May 21, 1916, near Dresden, great grandchildren.
on three
All friends and relatives are in- mended that she return to next following Sunday raids
Tenn., by Squire Thacker in his
establishments in the Missionary
year's auditions.
vited to attend the open house.
home.
Bottoms area of Fulton.
Fined were:
Mose Patton of Loretta's Grill,
$102.50, who pled guilty to having
beer in unlocked compartments on
Sunday;
Lucille Patton, $102.50, who pled
guilty to selling and delivering
whiskey without a license;
John Timbo Ray, $202.50, who
pled guilty to possession of distilled spirits at the Equator without
a license. Ray was also sentenced
to 90 days in jail, with the sentence
suspended for 6 months.
The Sunday raid also included
the premises of Cornell Pearson on
Holder Street. This case will be
tried at a later date according to
Fulton Police Chief Myatt,
The 11-man raiding party was
headed by Fulton Police Chief
Myatt, Fulton County Sheriff
"Buck" Menees and ABC Agent
Carml Page.

Bootleg Raids
Bring Fulton
$400 In Fines

17-Year Diploma Quest Ends With Honors For Hubert Bransford

Hospital,
Our subscribers in far-off places now-extinct Curlin-Niell
Charles Curtin diagnosoften send us clippings from other where Dr.
of the
cancer
as
ailment
newspapers in other towns that ed the
usually develop Into first class bone.
specialist
a
in
Dr. Curtin. called
feature stories.
Paducah, who verified the
Such is the case of a clipping from
diagnosis. Hubert's leg was ampuconcerning
Detroit
from
us
sent
the hip and he has walknear
tated
Hubert Bransford. The story apartificial leg, assisted
peared on the front page of a De- ed with an
ever since. Such a
troit newspaper and mentioned that by • cane,
not deter the ambidid
handicap
toway
his
Hubert "began making
I was ward higher education on a coun- tions of this young man, who atLast year at this
High School and
Rosenwald
tended
"sweating out" the results of a try road ouside Fulton, Kentucky."
reporter followed then graduated from high school
News
A
long and hard campaign that I was
waging for the office of State rep- through on the local reference and In Paducah.
"I was with him during the
resentative from Fulton, Hickman, found that the story of Hubert
he was operated on,"
- Carlisle and Ballard counties. I Bransford is deserving of any whole time
and quiet-spoken Jim Bransshy
of
kind
newspaper's front page.
have no regrets about the
reporter on Tuescampaign I waged, and not too
The case of Hubert D. Bransford, ford told a News
many regrets about my defeat, ex- a graduate of the University of De- day.
a relative
graduation
his
After
of
some
do
to
composite
want
did
I
a
like
cept that
troit, sounds
Bransfords
things for this district that are the commencement stories sought suggested to the elder
in Deher
with
live
boy
the
that
yet
as
for
that
writers
vitally needed, and
by human interest
troit warning them that "the
have not been done, at least newspapers.
but
work,
for
slim
be
may
Hubert Bransford is 44 years old. chances
through legislative channels.
The effort
I got to know many new and He is one of four sons of Mr. and at least we can try."
story
success
real
wonderful people during the long Mrs. J. A. Bransford, who live in ended up in a
being named "Graduweeks of campaigning and I have a spotlessly clean, attractively with Hubert
the University
many warm memories of the ex- furnished, two-bedroom home in ate•of the Year," at
April.
in
Detroit
Auof
Fulton's handsome Housing
citing experience.
is retired
'Jim,
father
Hubert's
properThomas
Dick
the
on
I
memory
thority
Perhaps the nicest
children, "because of a heart condition,"
have is the pleasure I found in ty. He is one ,of twelve
born on
was
Jim
work.
farm
from
hard-working
and
campaigning as the opponent of a born to a proud
forebears have the Jim Fields farm near Fulton
- fellow newspaper publisher, Ralph farm family whose
Chambers
Verna
wife
his
and
KenGraves of Bardwell. I like to think deep roots in the soil of this
area. Bransford was born on the W. W.
that Ralph enjoyed being my op- tucky-Tennessee agricultural
Line Road.
When Hubert was 13 years old Morris farm on State
panent, too; on Wednesday he
school
Her father Oscar still lives in
one-room
a
at
and a student
proved it.
mother, was
in the Brooks Chapel Church, he South Fulton. Her
the late Nettie Morris Chambers,
a photograph and newspaper clippings of their sees Hubss
Ralph called me from Bardwell was playing with his young friends
e. Verna and Jim Stransford look proudly at
a pain a member of a long-time and r
and said that a group of kinder- when suddenly he developed
from th• University of Detroit.
graduated
recently
area.
this
in
famlly
Negro
garten students from Bardwell in his right leg right above the spected
(Continued on Page Ittghti
knee. His parents took him to the
(continued on Page right)

time

South Fulton now has a population
of 2686 persons, up 174 from the
total in 1960 which was 2512.
Based on the population
made by the city from 1960 to the
present census, the community can
foresee a population gain of 13 to
14 percent over the /980 figure by
the time the next official census
is taken in 1970.
The population of Fulton. Kentucky, was 3,265 persons in 1960. A
recent population study prepared
for Fulton indicates that the population of Fulton will be approximately 3,335 persons by 1970 and
8,514 persons by 1980.
The $12,000.00 added revenue
that the census figure will bring
in is in addition to the approximately $85,000 00 the city has been
from state
receiving annually
funds based on the 1960 census.
The statistical date appearing on
this page is interesting reading
matter and reveals the strides being made by South Fulton.
Operating under the CouncilManager form of government
South Fulton is rapidly developing
into a major shopping center of the
area. New residential development areas; new streets; an up-todate fire and police department;
new school buildings; an athletic
field; an active industrial development group, are just a few of the
major strides made by the city in
its march toward progress.
Rex /Cuddle is Mayor of South
Fulton and Harry Allison is another one of the two Commissioners. Henry Dunn, Jr. is City Manager.

Vaccine Available
At Health Center
Oral Sabin polio vaccine will be
given at the Fulton Health Center
on Monday, May 23, from 8 a. in.
to 12 noon and 1 p. m. to 4-30
p. in.
Anyone wishing to begin this vaccine should do so. The vaccine is
also available to those who have
not completed the series.

r
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WELCOME TO FULTON
Fulton extends a cordial welcome
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Jones
who have moved here where Mr.
Jones is associated with FerryCompany. The Joneses
sre formerly from Laurel, Miss.

Morse seed

Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, May 19, 1966
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELINO
Editors and Publishers

Senator Kennedy Shares Banana Festival's View
That Youth Programs Ca n Change Latin-America

FALLEN BROTHER
When you see a fallen brother,
Do you turn away in dread,
Or do you lean above him
With a kindly word instead?

I

Our
Christian
Heritage
TRADE WITH COMMUNISTS
COVENANT WITH DEATH"
Ey Dr. N. Ilurnett Magrudo,

A

Senator Robert Kenedy, in a reexactly the things that we did.
"We have made a covenant ,•.;
cent two-day speech, arguing for new
death and with hell are we
and that is that these people
Do you pass along unheeding
in
agreem
ent; ... and we have mole
policies to create American goodwill
"want a hand, not a hand-out,"
lies our refuge and under
Like the lying Pharisee,
false4n many Latin-American countries,
as is so effectively being urged
hoods have we hid ourselve,"
has brought into national focus the
(Isaiah 28 15)
by the Partners of the Alliance.
Or does your heart of mercy
It has been said that rich
great need for more programs similar
••••
powerful nations are often and
Glimpse your Christ upon His tree?
to the one being sponsored by our Inthe
means
of their own destruction.
Senator Kenedy is a learned
ternational Banana Festival.
Now that the drums are beating
and well-informed public official
Do you leave him, bent and broke
One renewed trade with Soviet Rusn
Among other proposals, Senator
and a dedicated American. Yet,
sia and other Red countries,
the
By
the
Kennedy is urging the establishment
weigh
questio
t
n must inevitably arise
of
his
despair,
for whatever it is worth we hastWhy are the American policy
of new and expanded programs to
maken to advise him that present
Or do you ease the anguish
ers determined to assist the Corn.
woo the potentially powerful student
Stale Department programs aimmunists in building a world
emOf
the
groups that are so often the heart of
burde
ns
pire
he must bear?
which N based on a war
ed at influencing the youth of
against God and a war against
anti-Yankee sentiment.
Latin-America are at best, poorly
Western civilisation? If our
When you see a fallen brother
policy
••••
conceived and sadly lacking in
makers are determined to
break
Covena
our
the
nt
peopl
with
e-to-p
God
In
eople
the
and
diplomacy
roadway or the street,
In a recent Courier-Journal
to dc.
,troy respect for God, there is
so
vital
to
no
creati
ng
editorial it was pointed out that:
understandbetter way to do it than to make
Do you kneel to staunch the bleed
a
ing of our country's good intening
covenant with the Communists.
"Perhaps no segment of
tions of self-help.
Because then, we will have
Of Christ's wounded hands and
reachSenator Kennedy's diagnosis
feet?
ed the lowest point of our history
in
showed a keener insight into our
We have walked the long corrimaking "a covenant with death"
sod taking refuge in lies and falseLatin problems than his recomdors in the State Department in
hoods.
mendations for appealing to the
Washington on many occasions, folThe first f
on which thii
Twain and Washington Irving;
younger generations.
lowing through with every suggestion
FULTON'S
policy is bastlehtt we can trust
many are told in the vivid idiom
the
-These better-educated young
on financing to help us bring these
Communists and can win the
of the men and women who expericooperation of the Soviets from
men who will be the leaders or
enced the hardships and deep sathigh school students to our town, to
their undeclared war against
isfactions of America's formative
us
the revolutionaries of tomorrow
be our guests, to have them know and
On
Januarly 11, 1961. an editorial
years. The book also offers a
are attracted to communism not
in the Indianapolis Star declared
understand us. Our efforts have been
unique
glossar
y and index with
by Miss Jessie Orgain
that the United States is now
because of any special appeal of
frustrating and unsuccessful thus
more than 5e0 entries for the prinfar.
backing the Soviet Union in what is
cipal persons. places, and events
Marxism. but because U. S. capOur greatest irritations came,
called "its power struggle with
of American folklore.
When the word folklore is brokitalism has been too frequently
by the immigrants we can note the
latter dozens of contacts with every
Red
China." This is what is callThere are many other books in
en down into two words, we find
lingering vitality of the Old World
allied with what to them has
ed "peaceful coexistence." Yet
department conceivable) when we
this category waiting for your
folk meaning people and lore
intraditions.
Khrush
chev, when defining this
seemed disillusion and oppresspection if you will visit your pubmeaning knowledge. The term
were constantly referred to other
term to the West explained it as
Aesop. Almost from the time
was coined in 1646 by the Englishlic library soon
sion. We should, he says, greatly
agencies, whose programs are priCutenb
meaning that the Communist Em•
erg invented movable type,
man W. J. Thomas to take the
increase the number of scholars
the fables of Aesop have been a
par and the free nations can get
vately financed, and many in very
place of popular antiquities.
perennially popular subject for
along together side by side; while
brought to this country. We
limited scope.
As currently used, it means the
writers and illustrators—so much
at the very same time he IUD,
Letters of lateral
deshould renew our efforts to link
mass of the unrecorded traditions
While our program has been
that the many and varied version
nies it in statements to the Corn
with reform. But most of all, he
lauded by such knowledgeable diplo- _ of the people as they appear in of them constitute no loss than as
munists.
magic, ritual, fiction, custom and
Commonwealth of Kentucky
history of the printed illustrated
"It is permissible to ask the Chiwarns, these people "can be won
mats as roving Ambassador Avere
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY
ll
book. Both the tales themselves
nese comrades what means they
only by positive programs of soHarriman and Senator John Sherman
A few of the books on folklore en
and their illustrations have appearpropose for the destruction of im.
AFFAIRS
the shelves of the Fulton-South
cial justice ... and a share for all
Cooper and David Bronheim, deput
ed in greatly varying garb, now
perialism and capitalism. We not
y
Fulton Library shelves are Paul
May 17, 1966
simple, now highly elegant, someonly believe in the inevitable demen in the decisions that shape
United States coordinator for the AlMrs. Paul Westpheling, Preside
Bunyan by Esther Shepherd. The
times
atructio
nt
terse,
n of imperialism and capsometi
mes
in
elabortheir lives.
liance for Progress, who have atten
International Banana Festival
adventures of Bunyan as a lumberate detail.
italism, but also are doing everyFulton, Kentucky
jack and of his blue mt. Babe,
ed our Festival, in three years d"It is here he touches on
thing
Folklor
for
e
of
Americ
this to be accomplished
an Weather by
we
Dear Jo:
have been reAvrtten with illustra•
what may be the heart of our
Eric Sloane. In preparing this unby way of the class struggle and
have yet to generate enthusiasm
as
Thank you so much for sending
lions.
in
usual
soon
as
book
possibl
of American weather
e."
Latin difficulties our failure to
the proper places for our proven conme the supplement to The News.
The book of Negro folklore by
sayings and beliefs, Eric Sloane
That is the Moscow line. It is
understand that people need
I certainly enjoyed reading it
cept that for foreign nations to know
Langston Hughes and Arma Bonhas made a painstaking effort to
quoted word for word from the ofand
temps has an interesting collection
dignity as well as food, to underthe benefits of the Democratic
separate the true from the false, from the pictures you all must
ficial Communist translation of the
way
have
had
stories
of
an
cov
ering
excitin
a wide range
g, as well as
investigating origins and separatletter of July 14. 1963 of the Censtand why they accept our wheat
of life is to see the democratic proworthwhile. trip.
of lore.
ing the many truly valuable pieces
tral Committee of the Communist
with resentment, and why the
cess in moiion . . . here, in Ameri
I am looking forward to being
Saints in folklore is a story told
of weather lore from superstition.
Party of the Soviet Union.
ca,
with you all during the festival
by Christina Hole of how, as time
brightest and best young men of
where we live in freedom.
Following general introductory reIt is ironic that on the very
this
year.
passed, stories of the Saints were
marks. Mr. Sloane has arranged
morning, May 4, 1966. the Courier Latin America burn the Ameritold and retold with variations that
Sincerely yours,
his findings in an alphabetical
Journal announced the introduccan flag and flock to the ranks
mould have surprised the saints
Arthur Y Lloyd
folklore dictionary, enabling the
tion of new legislatv, to promote
It may be well and good to
of Juan Bosch, Eduardo Frei or
themselves, could they have but
Major General, KyNG
reader to find readily the signs intrade between the United States
spend $20,000.00 to send just one
read them. Every Christian country
The Adjutant General
even Fidel Castro. As Senator
volving stars, wind, dew, rain, or
and the Communist nations, right
has its Saint s,ch as Saint George, whatever else
professor to Lima, or to spend
next to this dispatch was another
be wishes. After
Kennedy says, we must, in the
Saint Christopher, Saint Catherine each entry is
Tennessee
story from MOSCOW reporting that
a symbol indicating
millions sending Louis Armface of disappointing results, inEXECUTIVE CHAMBER
and Saint Joseph of Aramathea.
whether it is true, false, or possithe European Communal bloc was
stron
g
and
The
Telltale
Ameri
Nashville
crease rather than reduce our
I.ilac Bush by Ruch
can talent to
planning a summit meeting for the
ble.
Musick. Like all folklore, the tales
foreign missions, or to spend bilsole purpose of destroying United
The Life Treasury of American
aid."
May 17, 1966
told here revs-al much of the hisStates
Folklore. Here, in a joyous book
influence in Europe. Of
lions in financial aid .
Mrs.
Paul Westpheling, President
tory of West Virginia. In the narcourse, from a Communist viewbrilliantly illustrated — there are
Indeed Senator Kennedy does
International Banana Festival
but nothing speaks louder, or is
ratives of murdered peddlers and
point,
more
there
than
is no contradiction be•
a
hundre
d pages of
Fulton, Kentucky - South Fulton,
touch on the heart of the matter in
cattle trader, and of domestic
less expensive in dollars, or more
tween trade with the West and depaintings in full color — are oldTennessee
tragedies we can perceive the ii0suggesting that we influence the
stroying the West. It is only from
timers memories, twangy ballads. Dear Jo:
valuable in knowledge, than havlation and ,iolence which
our side that the contradiction aplaughable exaggerations, rural
have
young people of the Latin-American
ing young students laugh, and
My congratulations to you on
continued until quite recently. In
pears. The question is, however,
remedies, citified humor, local tracountries. We found this out last
your recent trip to Ecuador. I know
live and study and play toget
the tales of Negro slaves and of ditions, choice jokes,
why du our policy makers insist
her
lusty tales of
this seas a fine experience both
year, when under private sponsorship
the
Civil
War
we can see the pason an economic policy which benein an aura of happiness such as
heroes and bad men. witches and
personally and in terms of promois
sions and bloodshed of that era. In
fits
by Operation Amigo, and our own
only the Communists?
wits
and
trouble
some ghosts. Some
afforded by small communitie
tion of the Festival.
those from the coal mines and the
s
There is no doubt that the West
of the storms in this treasury are
limited finances, some 40 students
I hope that it will be poasible to
all over America.
railroads we learn something of little known today,
in
general
, and the United States
others are old
be with you this year.
visited in our homes, our schools, our
the industrial development of the
in particular, have financed and
favorites. Some are history lightly
We know! We saw it happen
With best wishes, I am
state and of the hardships of those
churches and participated in our civic
built up whatever strength the Soromanticized, and some are fanhere! We saw our results in EcuaSincerely,
whose labors made it possible. In
viet economy has today. On March
tasy, pure and simple. Several are
life.
Frank G. Clement
dor. We will see our efforts
the tales brought over from Europe
5. 1942, the U. S. News and World
told by famous authors like Mark
pay
(Continued on page Twee)
off
(Continued an Page Three)
tomorrow, led by some of the
They loved our country and they
young Latin-American peopl
loved our way of life, as is evidenced
e
who were here. The proof is
by the fact that more than 50 other
an
cah since March 13, this week was name
excerpt from a letter, received
students will be coming here, many
d permanent
city manager by the city board of
from a student, a sensitive,
commissioners. Mr.
with their parents, to attend our
brilWilli
ams,
who
is
30
years of age, becam
liant young artist who wrote
Fourth International Banana Festion
person in the history of Paducah to e the y.'ungest
his return to his home:
assume the city's
val. Many, many more would come if
highest appointive position. He was
born in Obion
we had the housing and finances to
"That's why you have got
Count
y
and
atten
ded South Fulton schools and Vanderour
bring them here.
heart, you have broken that
bilt
Univer
sity.
tony of the life in order to givemonoMay 17, 1946
On our recent trip to Ecuaus
ray of sun, a ray of light, of hope, a
dor, these students shed tears of
Dr. T. M. Reid, practicing chiropractor
the
I'he Fulton County Utopia Club will meet in the
of Terre
hope that all us that- we'll be back.
joy when they welcomed their
Haute, Ind., has opened an office upstai
Cayce High School building May 17. Mr. Carl Jones,
rs in the City
new-found American friends,
"We'll miss the piece of the sky
National Bank Building.
state Utopia leader, will be with the group that night
which covered us; the dark foliage
and tears of sadness when they
and will be in charge of the program.
of
the trees which looked us tende
said farewell to us, after our
At a meeting Monday night of the
rly
City Board of
and lovely; the wind which use to
week-long visit.
Education Wilson Gantt, of Murray,
eswas elected princiconce
A
rt
prese
was
nted
at Carr Institute auditorcape from the old most fine piano
pal
of
Fulto
High
n
School.
and
Senator and Mrs. Kennedy
ium last Friday night by the Fulton high school orchesmore than all that song that I'll
altravelled extensively in Latin.
tra, band and glee club.
ways
keep
in
Mr.
my
and
heart, that song we
Mrs. Wallace Webb, Clinton, annou
America last year, and they saw
nce the
sang and was taught from your lips,
marriage of their daughter, Joyce, to
Richard A. Jones,
Employees of the Southern Bell Telephone ComPublished Every Thursday of Thie Year
"Gett
son
ing
of
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Jones of McCon
To Know You"
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton,
pany
in Fulton enjoyed a party last Friday evening in
Ky. 42041
"We'll let down the heads and
ble ring ceremony was solemnized on nell. The douthe American Legion cabin, honoring Mrs. Homer WilSaturday, April
UV/MI - class postage paid
at Fulton. Ky, 42011.
we'll hide the absent tear oflove and
27, in the First Christian Church of Union
son, who has passed the 20-year service mark.
City, with
Subscription Rates: $11.00 por year
will bless the heaven for have
Rev. J. David Kidwell officiating. Mr.
In Fulton
give
and Mrs. Jones
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and
us the pleasure of knowing and love
Obion and
expect to leave for Memphis after May
Woakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
Glenn Knighton, local business man, has recently
throughout
you."
continue in the School of Undertaking.15, where he will
Its. United Stahis 14.00 per yoar.
obtained the distribution for Shell products in this secKentucky Subscribers most amid
395, Sales Tex.
Affectionately,
tion. He will feature regular delivery service into the
Address MI mail (subscriptions,
From Beelerton: The people of the
Alfredo Loayza
change of adrural districts.
Beelerton teledress. Forms 3879) to Poet OfEe•
phone system surprised their new
114nr 107 FulMontu
far 926-924
ton, Kentucky, 42011.
operators, Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Puckett, with a household
Quito, Ecuador, S. A.
shower Monday
Charles A. Williams, acting city manager of Padunight.
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LETTERS Of INTERMIT
(Continued frem page Two)
TENNESSEE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION
May 16, 1966
Dear Mrs Westpheling:
Thank you so much for sending
me the publicity on your trip to
Ecuador. I enjoyed reading it and
am sure that it was a very worth.
while trip.
If you will advise me the date of
the Festival and when the Kentucky and Tennessee State Officials
will be in attendance I will certainly make every effort to be
there.
Sincerely,
Cayce L. Pentecost
Mrs. Paul Westpheluig, President
Banana Festival Association, Inc.
South Fulton, Tennessee

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY
May 16, 1966
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, President
International Banana Festival
Association, Incorporated
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
I certainly appreciate the very
fine supplement concerning your
recent trip to Ecuador.
This was • most interesting and
imaginative method of tying the
people-to-people concept into the
Banana Festival.
I remain hopeful that I may be
in a position to attend this event.
When I can be of service to you,
please contact me.
Sincerely,
Glenn Lovern
Comm sinner

Bible School
Next Week At
South Fulton
The Smith St. Church of Christ in
South Fulton will conduct its 1966
Vacation Bible School each night
from 7:00 p. m. to 8,30 p. m Monday thru Friday, May 22-27.
There is an interesting and inspirational program planned for
this year's V. B. S. All boys and
girls up to and including grade six
will enjoy V. B. S. classes taught
by members of the church, while
the young people and older people
profit from a series of singing
classes taught by Brother Ralph A.
Casey, of Atlanta, Ga. These five
nights, May 23-27, should prove to
be extremely profitable and en.
joyable.
All boys and girls, young people,
and adults in this area are cordially invited to participate la this
Vacation Bible School and siestas
School.

ildren

LIBRARY CORNER—
(ciwanu.d hem page Two)

Report published an article entitled, "HOW REST OF WORLD
BUILT UP RUSSIA." The article
consists of a review of an important book by Werner Keller entitled. "EAST MINUS WEST •
ZERO." Written in German, the
book tells bow, when the Soviets
came to power in 1917, they seised
foreign investments and assets estimated at 3.5 billion dollars. In
1917, Imperial Germany not only
sent Lenin and his aides to Russia
from Switzerland, but, along with
others, helped finance the Bo'.
sheviks until they had overthrown
the Czarist Regime. Keller reports
THE PRICE FOUNDATION
in detail how Western and EuroIncorporated
pean engineers laid the basis for
Mercer Lee Price, President
RUSSill'S present power during the
five-year-plan under Stalin. Even
May 12, 1966
the gold they used to pay for imMrs. Paul Westpheling, Publisher ports was discovered and
mined by
THE NEWS
Englishmen and Americans with
Fulton, Kentucky
American equipment.
Billions of dollars of plant and
Dear Jo:
I am most grateful for the splen- equipment were taken from Eastdid manner in which you have ern Europe and Manchuria after
kept me abreast of your report to World War It by the Soviets who
the papers public concerning our bad been kept going by $11 bilfantastically successful recent visit bon of United States aid under
to Ecuador. I have read every word Lend-Lease. He reports "how Rusof your writings with interest and sia stole its nuclear secrets from
alacrity and you are truly one of United States, Britain and Canada,
how Russia took its rocket power
the hest in the business. This will
acknowledge receipt of the var- and its sputnik space program
ious newspaper articles and cer- from Germany, using Germans to
tain photographs. Kindly accept develop it." Now that the Soviet
economy is in deep trouble, the
my profound appreciation.
The experience was • memor- Western policy makers are back
able and rewarding one from the at it again, encouraging trade in
moment we left Miami. Cynthia order to ball out the Communists
and Philippa (from London) talked from economic collapse.
Victor Perio, in his column in
incessantly about their fabulous
adventure until the latter departed the SUNDAY WORKER, the offiCommunist newspaper, Decial
last Monday for a trip of three
weeks to California. She will re- cember 6, 1961, entitled "Dollars
Sense"
and
literally glows with
turn here on or about June let.
My "freckle circuit" will start in satisfaction over the developing
earnest on June Ilth. I am tarry- prospects for trade with the United
ing in Missouri to be a Pageant States and the Communists. He
Judge on my way to sit on the says:
Fulbrighrs
"Senator
report
Judges, Panel at the Miss Nebraska State Pageant in York. From showing a large majority of
capitalists
favoring
there I make • hurried flight to American
the Miss California State Pageant East-West -.trade, and the enin Santa Cruz. After California thusiastic interviews of 90 high
will be Michigan and with only one corporate executives visiting Mosday for travel time. Then I head cow suggests an imminent lowersouthwest to the Miss Missouri ing of U. S. trade barriers . .
State Pageant before continuing Chase Manhattan Bank President
to North Carolina to help judge 104 David Rockefeller delivered a key
contestants at the Miss North speech on this issue before the
Carolina Pageant in Greensboro. Commonwealth Club of San Fran'Ibis is the largest in the United cisco in September. This leader of
States. From North Carolina I pro- the most powerful single capitalist
ceed to Jackson, Tennessee, to financial-industrial group expresstackle another big one, the Miss ed views approximating the apparTennessee State Pageant. And so it ent Administration attitude. Formerly his group led the fight against
will go---.
I was deeply touched by your East-West trade. Nov Rockefeller
speaks
out for it rather strongly."
extremely generous remarks rePaul Bethel, editor of Latin
garding my ambassadorial qualities, etc , and although I may have America Report said in his Janua different opinion of my work, ary 24 issue:
"In plain tAth, competent obthe ham in me lapped It up.
My eyes are continually alert servers grimlysonclude that Rushas, indeeclared a war of
sia
candidates
outstanding
for the
for
International Banana
Festival's subversion agattlet the free world,
and
against • thilted States which
Princess Pageant. It was my understanding that it would be held In barely aware of the peril. NeithWhite House nor the State
er
the
in early October but the last edition of your newspaper suggested Department has bestirred itself,
even
to the point of issuing stateits commencement during the last
week of September. Please enlight- ments alerting the public to Russian perfidy . . . Yet the Havana
en.
conference represents the largest
With the warmest possible wishgathering of guerrillas in one spot
incomparable
your
to
and
you
es
in
the world's history."
husband, Paul, I am
Mr. Bethel is referring here to
Cordially yours,
the Tr -Continental
Conference
which the Communists held in
Col. Mercer Lee Price
Havana January 3-15, 1966.
President

real security.
We don't mean the nicest house tn
the best
neighborhood... the ii- est, sleekest car...
the tight schools. th dta camps.
We're Palm .ut the kind of security
dwy can't .1 'without ...the 6nd that comes
from Kr

Faith In God. in

We. in themselves.

For hie is no fame for spintual sissies.
Only Faith ... the armor of the spirit...
oil!l give them the stamina to meet
it .
courageously, no matter what it brings.
You can show your children
where to find faith ... how to
build it day by day. if you make
praying a family affair.

,

4),e restoreth

your sout...

Worohip together_gk

lostrtbuted to the Religion In American Life Program by

This Feature Is Published With The Mope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Inn* Products
Fulton

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
mamp leiner aimmaese

P1101111 472-3911

302 Carr It,

In Operation 46 Years

Kentucky Ave,

Pullet

Phone 014411

Year Prescription Drug Moro
Fulton, Ky.

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 4724901

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Gestenfleikl, Tana,

Cm flowers

Phew 471-1303

Phone 23S-2293 I

Groan florist sweelios
Dial 479-1371

Patton and South Putties

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
S.. us for ell yew Insurance moods
231 Main St.

Phone 472-1341

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

Hickman, Ky.

Pukes. Ky,

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line

Phone 472-3311

E. W. James & Son Supermarket,
Union City, Tom

Lake Street

Dial 4114111

Memo 238-21108

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door

Banali Store

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank

South Fulton, Tenn.

Greenfield

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.

Hkkman, Ky,

• Large Display
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

Dial 472-1412

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. L.
CITY DRUG COMPANY

Felton, Ky.

Phone 472-1964

Greenfield Monument Works

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm I. Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability C
an
208 Main It,. Fulton Office Phone 472-13.47

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Souvenirs
Ixcialent Peed
Private dining for 190

Hemphill Cities Service Station
It,'.., Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St.

Phone 479-1473
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Buyer, Be Wise,

R. •

BEWARE!
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By Robert teettlheem Mktrney Granenol

Governor Bre•thitt is shown here displaying the newest honorary award
established for service to Kentucky. It is a Kentucky "Osc•r"
given to
Miss Florence Somers of Redbook magazine in appreciation
of her
magazine's contribution to the growth of the travel industry
of Kentucky.

Redbook Magazine Given
Kentucky's'Newest' Honor
A New York City travel editor
has received both the newest and
oldest honorary awards granted by
Kentucky.
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
presented Miss Florence Somers
of Redbook magazine a Kentucky

"Oscar" — brightly-colored statuette of a jockey — and a Kentucky
Colonelcy. Governor Breathitt said
the Kentucky Oscar, the newest
award, will be "tendered as a
special award of recognition and
appreciation to those On the national scene who contribute most
greatly to the growth of Kentucky's travel industry."
CLASSTIED ADS
"Miss Somers has shown in
many helpful ways her awareness
FOR RENT - Two furnished apart.
of Kentucky's growing potential as
ments, one on Kentucky side and
a vacation state," Breathitt said.
one on Tennessee side. Everything
"Her most recent demonstration
private. Available now. Phone
of helpfulness is the 5,000-word
479-2410.
article entitled, "The Sun Shines
FOR SALE - Conn saxophone. Bright," in the May issue of RedLike new. If interested call book . . describing our state to
Redbook's 12 million readers as a
472-1600.
wonderful place for family vacaTV ANTENNAS: We Install — tions," the Governor said.
rrade-repair and move. Get our
Written by free-lance writer
zrices. We service all makes TV.
Martin Cohen, the article describPhone 472-3643. Roper Television,
es his family's four-week vacation
trip through the Bluegrass state.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma Among
places described in the
chine and electric floor polishei article
are Frankfort, Louisville,
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex
Mammoth Cave; Land Between the
change Furniture Co.
Lakes National Recreation Area,
Kentucky Lake, Lake Cumberland,
Cumberland Falls, Levi Jackson
WE RENT - - Wilderness Road
State
Park,
Berea, Harrodsburg, Shakertown,
Hospital beds
Bardstown, Lexington and Big
Bone Lick State Park.
Baby beds
The Governor also proclaimed
Vacuum Cleaners
Miss Somers "an Ambassador of
Good Will for the Bluegrass State,"
Floor polishers
and commissioned her a Kentucky
Colonel.
WADE FURN. CO.
return, Miss Somers presented
Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky. theInGovernor
with a handsome picture which served as the illustration for the magazine story about
Kentucky.
While in Kentucky, Miss Somers
DIAL 472-1997
was accompanied on a tour of
Louisville, Frankfort and LexingStorm Doors
Inseletien
ton by Miss Cattie Lou Miller,
Siding-Roofing
Windows commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Public Information.
Awni
FHA Tot ms
They visited Locust Grove, Farmington and the Belle of Louisville;
TWIN CITY HONE Frankfort's historic Corner of
Celebrities and Daniel Boone's
IMPROVEMENT CO. grave; and Lexington's Bluegrass
horse farms. Miss Somers, who
400 Main
BIll Taylor
admitted she is an avid race fan,
also watched the May 3 Derby
Trial at Churchill Downs.
Miss Somers v. as born in Atlantic City, N. J., attended Smith
S. P. MOORE & CO.
College and joined the staff of
Redbook in 1936•
2.07 Commove's/
MANI
She has travelled throughout the
• Arr-trong
Linoleum; world, including such out-of-the
way places as Kazhmir and north—Vinyl and Tile.
ernmost Alaska.
—Dawns Careeth:
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
CIVIC CENTER PROPOSED

JAMES

I

IMMO

HAZELWOOD

A civic center and Chamber of
Commerce office building, costing
830,000, is proposed at Mayfield.

REFERRAL • SALES "GYPS" whose "campus" consists of a
OUTLAWED IN KENTUCKY
postoffice box will not be.
Be sure when you complete the
On request of your Attorney
course you not only will have the
General, the 1966 Legislature passqualifications but also will be
ed an act to prohibit chain-referral
capable of getting a job in your
sales schemes in Kentucky.
new vocation. Knowledge can set
Kentucky is one of the first you free: obtain it first about
the
states to protect the buyer from school, and second, from it.
this vicious sales entrapment,
which ranks among the top three
consurner "gyps" in the United CONSUMER PROTECTION UNIT
NOW SERVES KENTUCKIANS
States today.
Earmarks
of these schemes
Kentucky has become the nineasually are:
teenth state to establish a Con(1) Door to door sales.
sumer Protection Division in the
(2) Prices higher than standard Department of Law under the
Atbrands.
torney General. The purpose is to
(3) Commissions for recommend- help guard the public from
uning your friends.
scrupulous and fraudulent schemes
(4) Hints that you can make ex. of those who prey
upon the untra money.
wary.
(5) High pressure tactics to
Consumer
prollection
involves
"sign the paper."
The paper you sign is an install- watchfulness le many areas—
against misleading advertising,
ment sales contract which comfraudulent sales techniques, unmits you to "pay" whether you
conscionable collection methods,
earn any commissions or not.
illegal interest charges, to name
All chain-referral schemes end
somewhere. If you buy, it may end but • few.
The need for this Division is
with YOU.
demonstrated by the volume of
Promptly report any schemes to
your Attorney General, Frankfort, complaints received from all sections of the Commonwealth.
Kentucky.
Merchants, business associations,
industry and professional groups
DON'T BE F004.ED BY
have joined the general public in
"MAIL ORDER" SCHOOLS
outspoken support of the Division.
The Division of Consumer Pro- and accomplishments to date have
tection in the Attorney General's been gratifying.
The aim of this column is to keep
office recently was successful in
recovering a deposit of $200 which you informed of the work of the
a Paris, Ky., man made to an Division in your behalf, and to keep
Ohio truck-driving school. Because you posted on ways to "beat the
of his age, he could not have ob- cheat."
tained a job as represented, regardless of his knowledge.
DON'T BE A VICTIM
Various private schools located
OF ILLEGAL INTEREST
in other states are trying to "cash
In" on efforts of many Kentuckians
One of the most expensive purto equip themselves with better chases a consumer can make is the
educational skills.
purchase of money. We do not
Glowing advertisements in many think of "money" as being for
publications tell you of "rewards" sale, but actually we buy its use
available after only a few weeks every time we borrow or buy on
or months of instruction. As in any "time." The price we pay for its
other field, some of these schools use is seldom investigated even by
are legitimate, some are not. They wise shoppers.
offer courses from Art to Zoology,
The demand for money as a combut mostly in technical fields.
modity has become so great that
Investigate before you sign a some unethical lenders ask repaycontract or make any payment. ments in excess of 100 percent of
The legitimate school will still be the loan.
there next week or next month.
To avoid being "taken":
The salesman for the school
(1) Inquire into the rate of in-

Kentuckians 65 years of age and over who are
NOT already Blue Cross-Blue Shield members:

ACT NOW!
YOU HAVE ONLY UNTIL JUNE 1, 1966
TO APPLY FOR

"BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD-65"

_
Btu., on, and Blo• Sh.skl
3101 Bardstown load
lauisedlet, Kentadly 40200
Please mail me on application and information for 'BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD 6$'',
without obligation. I am a Kentuckian, 65
or over, and am signed for Ports "A- cued
"B" of Medicare.

M MI 1101 1AUK AK
KIK KAM ...-vg0
anus —0 SRI
/

._
•

ra. T111 111I111

NON-MEMBERS
64 OR UNDER,
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR
INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER
BTU CROSS-BLUE SHIM) PLANS

T--1111,•• Cnns end

IL,. Shield
3101 Bardstown Road
losta•dle, K•ntutly 40201
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INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT
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DON'T PUSH THEM BACK
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For United States Senator
Jaime Ward
(Vote rot ONO

LENTZ

sem M.

0 I

WILSON, JR. 0 1

WARD

4

II 1

1

I
Lla,d A

For United States
Representative in Congress

For Judge of the
Court of Appeals
(Foto For On,)

1

WILSON

Li1

1
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1
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1

STEWART 0 1
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1
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Bredy M.

Earl T.
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NF 66-9
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KENTUCKIANS WHO ARE 65 OR
OVER AND ARE ALREADY MEMBERS
OF BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD
SHOULD NOT MAIL A COUPON.
You Will Receive Information By
Marl or Through Your Group.

RCN-MEMBERS
gc OR OVER,
MRil This Coupon Today
For Information On
'Blue Cross - Rimy Shield-65'

Primary Election, Tues., May 21, 1966

HUM mums

dv

This is the new plan designed specifically for persons 6$ or over. "Blue
Cross-Blue Shield 6$" "odds to—but
does not duplicate"—Medicore benefits. Apply now if you are signed up
for both Parts A and B of Medicare.
Enrollment Period Ends June I, 1966
For Persons Who Can meet Health
Requirements And Who Are Not Blue
Cross,Blec

Sample Ballot
O a 11111 111115 MIT

TEACHERS APPRECIATED
Interest rate is not in excess of the
legal rates.
Teacher appreciation Oil
Report any illegal interest-rate
schemes to your Attorney General. observed the week of Aprtt
During this wees the F. T. s
CUBA GRADW.TES 27
showed the student's ionic
Twenty seven seniors v.:' receive by giving the teachers urns'
diplomas from Cuba High school each day. The week was ch
in exercises at 13: inn Monday, by a tea which was given NI,
May 23,
April 25, after wheal. Teach, •
members of the F. T. A
present.
GO TO CEU 't

terest.
(2) Check each fee charged.
(3) Determine total cash by
multiplying the amount of payments by the number of payments
and adding the down payment.
(4) Shop around to determine
the best "price" for the money you
need.
(5) Always make certain they
are licensed by the Department of
Banking or that the true simple

I

A
A

:HERS APPRECIATED

er appreciation week
uai
I the week of April I723,
this weee the F. T. A.
club
the student's
appreci,diou
kg the teachers small
gifts
y. The week was climaxed
which was given Mondiy,
after school. Teachers
and
s of the F. T. A. "ere

Ir who are

nembers:
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99

D-65

ARE 65 OR
ADY MEMSERS
SLUE SHIELD
A COUPON.
'formation By
Group.
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UT OTHER
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DEATHS
Arthur T. Hicks
Arthur T. Hicks, of near Pilot
Oak, died in the Mayfield Hospital
Sunday morning following a long
illness.
Mr. Hicks, 52, was born in
Graves County, the son of the late
William T. and Nettie Luther
Hicks. He was a member of the
Bethlehem Methodist Church at
Pilot Oak, where funeral services
were held Tuesday afternoon, with
Rev. Norman Crittenden and Rev.
J. F. McMinn officiating. Burial
wan in Dobson's Cemetery. Masonic rites were conducted by Cuba
Lodge No. 644 FaiAtd at Jackson
Funeral Home in Dukedom Monday night.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Jeanette Hicks; two daughters,
Mrs. Billy Joe Henderson and Mrs.
James Thomas of Cuba, one son,
Timothy Hicks of near Pilot Oak;
one granddaughter, Belinda Joe
Herndon of Cuba; four sisters,
Mrs. Betty Taylor of Wingo, Mrs.
Jesse Goodwin of Pilot Oak, Mrs.
Lubie Breedlove of Mayfield and
Mrs. Kathy Wray of Akron; two
brothers, Jack Hicks of Dukedom,
Route 2, and Coy Hicks of Dayton,
Tenn., also several nieces and
nephews.

I. H.Williams

Charles T. Terry
Charles Thomas Terry died suddenly last Friday afternoon at
4:30 o'clock. Mr. Terry, 85, was
born in Lynnville, Ky., the son of
the late W. T. and Rhoda Hale
Terry. He was married to the for
mer Miss Minnie Hart, who pre
ceded him in death in 1940.
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon in Whitnel Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev. Henry
Hanna, pastor of the First Christian Church, officiating. Burial was
in Greenlee Cemetery.
Surviving are three sisters, Miss
Ruth Terry and Mrs. Eunice Kelly
of Fulton and Mrs. Thelma Hassell
of Paducah, also one niece and one
nephew.
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Forty-seven seniors at Lowes
High school will receive diplomas
at Commencement exercises Monday, May 23.

Funeral services for Odis Lee
Dublin were held in Jackson Funeral Home chapel at Dukedom
Monday afternoon,
with Rev.
Cayce Pentecost officiating. Burial
was in Seay Cemetery, near Lynnville.
Mr. Dublin, 56, died last Thursday at his home In Detroit. He
was born in Graves County, the
son of the late Thomas and Temple
Loretta Reeves Dublin.
Surviving are three sons, James
and Joe of Detroit, Keith, with
the U. S. Army in Vietnam; two
daughters, Mrs. Willis Bivena of
Fulton and Mrs. Larry Hays of
Centralia; five brothers, Abb Dublin of Waverly, Tenn., Woodrow
Dublin of Walled Lake, Mich., Doc
Dublin of klayfield, Jim Dublin
of Lynnville and J. B. Dublin of
Houston, Texas; two sisters, Mrs.
Coy Harrison of Dukedom and
Mrs. Raymond Glover of Pilot
Oak.

Mrs. Dulcie B. Johnson

Mrs. Clark's Relative
Dies In Jerseyville

CI de
de Glover, Former
Resident Dies Suddenly

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

STEAK SALE
ib.1" ib.99t ib.79t

Odis Lee Dublin

Funeral services for Irvin Haywood Williams were held in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel last
Saturday morning, with Rev.
Ralph Huffman officiating. Burial
was in the Water Valley Cemetery.
Mr. Withrins, 87, died Thursday.
May 12, at the home of his daughter in Louisville. He was born in
Hickman County. the son of the
late Joshua and Elizabeth Johns
Williams. He was married to the
former Miss Annie Hampton, who
The following were patients in
preceded him in death.
Surviving are four daughters, Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
May
18:
Mrs. Evelyn Shemwell of Wingo,
Miss Moselle Williams and Mrs.
Jack Fields of Louisville, and
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. John Brown of Mt. Clemens,
Mrs. Susie Hillman, Mrs. Gary
Mich., seven grandchildren and
two great grandchildren.
Presaon, Dennis French, Sadie
Greer, Chester White, Fulton;
Gwendolyn. Hobson, Mrs. J. C.
Wilbur. Mrs. Irene Duncan, South
Fulton; Mrs. John Yates, Pilot
Funeral services for Oliver F. Oak: Mrs. Birdie Rice, Hickman;
Taylor will be held tomorrow Mrs. Jess Fuqua, Mayfield; Mrs.
(Friday) afternoon at two o'clock Mildred Saylor, Water Valley.
in the Methodist Church of Pilot
Oak. Rev. Norman Crittenden and
JONES HOSPITAL
Rev. T. Y. Smithmier will officiate.
Burial, in charge of Jackson FunLeila Stubblefield, Mrs. Dan
eral Home, will be in the church Hastings, Mrs. Clarence O'Rear,
Bennett Wheeler, Miss Inez Bin ci.metery.
Mr. Taylor, 72, died in Hillview ford, Mrs. Violet Johnson, Fulton,
hospital at 5:30 a. m. Wednesday, Mrs. J. J. Faulkner, Route 3,
following a short illness.
Union City; Mrs. Eva Brasure.
Ile was born in Coweta, Okla- Route 3, Martin; Charlie Finch,
home, the son of the late Henry Crutchfield; T. J. Griffith, PalFranklin and Emily Louisa Rob- mersville; W. E. Chambers, Dukeerts Taylor. He was a prominent dom.
farmer of the Pilot Oak area and
a member of the Methodist Church.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Cassie Adams Taylor; one daughDonnie Notes, Mrs. George Hall,
ter, Mrs. Bobby Scott of Paducah; Mrs. Dwain Taylor and baby, J.
one foster son, Marion E. Wheeler D. Golden, Marshall Crumble, Mrs.
of Houston, Texas; three brothers, Collie Walker, Fulton; Mrs. Archie
Loyd Taylor of Wichita, Kans., Hornsby, Mrs. Joe Clapp, Tommy
Millard Taylor of Coweta, Okla. Edwards, South Fulton;
Mrs.
and Dwight Taylor of Nebraska; Lena Roberts, L. D. Dedmon,
four sisters, Mrs. Jere Evans and Route 2, Fulton; Larry Powell,
Mrs. Russell Kayser of Huntsville, Fulton Route; Glynn Wiggins.
Ala., Mrs. J. C. Hoehle of Wichita, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. A. G.
Kans., Mrs. Arthur Gift of Fort Campbell, Cayce; Mrs. W. C.
Scott, Kans., six grandchildren Hafts, Route 4, Dresden; Mrs.
and several nieces and nephews. Grace McAlister, Water Valley;
Friends may call at Jackson Mrs. Lillian Yates, Mrs. Charles
Funeral Home after ten o'clock Little, Mrs. Carl Cooley, Mrs. Joe
Ibis (Thursday) morning.
Sellars, Mrs. Elton Gargus, J. W.
McKenzie, Miss EuniceMcAlister, Route 1, Water Valley; Mrs.
Grace Ferguson, Mrs. Mary Vivretie, Clinton; Vester Wilkins,
Funeral services for Mrs. Dulde Route I, Clinton; Mrs. Frank
Buckingham Johnson were held in Mooney, Will Rice, Hickman;
the Memphis Funeral Home Mon- Luther Morrison, Columbus.
day afternoon. Graveside rites
were held Tuesday morning at
Fairview Cemetery in Fulton, with
Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, officiating.
Mrs. Johnson, 57, a native of
Fulton and a former elementary
Mrs. William Fred Clark has reteacher in the Fulton City schools,
ceived word that her brother-indied suddenly Saturday afternoon
law, Sherril Pirtle, of Jerseyvilie.
at her home in Memphis.
Illinois, died last Monday morning.
She was the daughter of the
Mrs. Pirtle is the former Edith
late Mr. and Mrs. J. L. BuckingThompson of Fulton.
ham of Fulton. She had been
Two sons and four grandchildren
teacher of the first grade at Peasurvice. Funeral services were in
body School in Memphis for the
Jerseyville yesterday (Wednesday)
past twenty years and also taught
afternoon.
in Project Head Start in Memphis
last summer.
She was a member of the Highland Christian Church in Memphis
also of the Memphis Citizens .5y
.
Band Radio Club.
Reginald W. Johnson, and one
Surviving are
her husband,
son, R. W. "Jack" Johnson, Jr.,
Clyde Glover, formerly of Fulboth of Memphis; two sisters, Mrs. ton, brother of Mrs. George NewC. H. Newton of Fulton and Mrs. bill of South Fulton and uncle of
Anna Dallas of Hopkinsville; three Mrs. Eugene Bynum of near Fulbrothers, Garland Buckingham of ton, died suddenly Tuesday mornFlint, Mich., Chester Buckingham ing in Fart Lauderdale, Fla
of Bozeman, Mont., and Leroy
Funeral services will be held in
Buckingham of Portland, Oregon, Fort Lauderdale, with burial In
and one grandson.
Cincinnati.
•
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Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

"Super-Right" Meats!

ROUND

SIRLOIN

_
SELF-SERVICE,
PORTERHOUSE STEAK
PRE-PACKAGED MEATS Rump Roast
CAN BE A PROBLEM! Beef Steak

Ir. $1.19

SUPER RIGHT
BONELESS BEEF

„ 99c

RVJND OR SWISS
OPTTROAdC
BU

Lb. 89

Cube Steak
Hams
Sliced Bacon
•
Corned Beef
Wi

$1 09

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

You can see the top side of the meat but not the bottom.
So you wonder.
The steak looks good, but is the bottom all bone and fat?
It's a problem...a problem we've given a lot of thought.
We think we have the answer.
We have a policy.
We put the best side down.
The side you don't see is guaranteed to be equal to

Tide

I oz.
1 lb.
7 oz.
3 lb.
6 oz.
3 lb.
114 oz.

5L

EXTRA SLIPS
TO HELP YOU WIN

A&P CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

10 Lb. 53c
20 Lb. 95c

r
ITALIAN
DRESSING

CHARCOAL LIGHTER
1-2 GALLON 65c

Fresh Produce!

Dairy Values!

Baked Foods!

LIQUID DETERGENT
Dove, Vet 1-pt. 6-oz. bot.
Fels. Joy
A
Ivory, Lax
EPV9

Your Choice

JOIN THE FUN-PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES

g.

Kg.
L°.
'
1 15

Ivory, Joy or Lux qt. 81c
FINE GRANULATED SUGAR
DOMINO
COLONIALBROWN Or
10 lb. bag $1.09
10 lb. bag $1.05 10X 1 lb. bag 16c
5 lb. bag 55c

COPTIMON7•MtTIE GMAT KII.ANTIC S PACIFIC TVA CO.INC.

3 for 89c

(,„7. 2
L.. 694
2

NEW LOW PRICES!

Is this a good reason for shopping A&P? It's one of many.

NO PURCHASE
REQUIRED
TO PLAY
4N

79;

SUPER RIGHT
Per
BRISK ET (Flat End lb. 794)

SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS

Cheer
AJax

A&P PINEAPPLE.
GRAPEFRUIT.
FRUIT PUNCH
GRAPE DRINK
46 oz. CANS

Lb.

45

ALL GOOD

eners

Simple? as ABC.
Effective? No more gamble.
Fair and square? Sure because "We Care."

WIN
UP TO
$1000

LS.

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
(Whole Or NW)
SEMI-BONELESS

or better than the side you can see.

Oliver F. Taylor

_STATE

ed, with meat being furnished by
members of the Legion, after
which the two organizations will
hold separate meetings.

Legion and Auxiliary
To Meet Monday Night

T-BONE

HOSPITAL NEWS

at oppNrogo, for
.thowt obipor,on to
St Lo‘dor,
good
not I is aa.pio,ad

Walt Sensing, vice president;
Nancy Dixon, treasurer; Marcie
'l'oalson, secretary; Lisa Watts,
publicity chairman; Mark Fields,
program chairman; Ginger Edwards and Terry Reed, program
The Marshall Alexander Post No.
Kathy Wheeler was elected presassistants.
72 of the American Legion and the
ident of the Beethoven Club at the
Auxiliary will meet Monday night,
regular meeting on May 18, held
May 23, in the Post home at 6:30
in the Woman's Club building.
"Bananas Aro G-o-o-d"
p. m.
LIka
Bananas"
"Wo
A pot luck dInner will be enjoyOther officers elected were:

Kathy Wheeler Elected

JANE PARKER

CHED-O-BIT

CRISP ICEBERG

Apple Pie

Cheese Spread

Head Lettuce

SAVE 164

each

39;

French Broad (s-~") I-Lb. Leaf 25$
Angel Food Ring (s-• 1" Es'39$
B 594
Potato Chips(S-14) 1-1.I""

AMERICAN or
PIMENTO
SAVE az

n

'I
oPkg 294
I
Ts./TI-r
Cream Cheese
ll. 694
"I'
"
A
'
Cheese
Sharp'
Margarine "I"

2

77t
5 1-Lb. Pkos ggt

HEADS

29c

FRESH
"m"'"E""u.284
Tomatoes
Yellow CornTSAR 9 EARS 594
Green Beans TINDER —..194

Dependable Groceries!

BOLD
DETERGENT
(10C OFF)

AvsTocR
CFackers

[

AT

4-PAK SALTINE

IF) 1.18.OC4
A BOXES OJ

Beverages yukoN CLUB
A"
Mayonnaise"

12=854

A&P BARTLETT

°L 57$

Pears
(HALVES)

k1 341.00
"
Fig Bars al4413°1"1
BEAUTY 3u-c-59$
Shortening'MT

1
111 113

100

CANS

39e
c•
Newtons
,
Fig
4
f$1"
T34i'tmr
Charmn
33t
WhiteCloud..424v89c Crackers
it(2-Ply),9c Cookies Su"s"'"126-Ig.°7° Ban 454
254 Reynolds Wrapg584
Squash Izt:r.TIE
3
Tomatoer"Vrc="294 Crisco
NABISCO

STRIETMANN ZESTA
16-0s. Box

3-LB.
1-0Z. 6
BOX
Blue Bonnet
Margarine
ACe
SOFT
1-LI.CTN. "Irtile

IN
....___ ...
Foigers
Instant Coffee
10-01. $1 211
DECANTER 1

oSU
mES
PACIAL
0T:S

A opifs37

Puffs

—HEAVY DUTY FOIL

1-Lb. Cos

Lb. Can874

SHMTB4ING

Vt MU SAT MAY 21 JUNE WOMAPTS DAY NOW ON SALE—ONLY 15c
PILLSBURY BEST
While House
Daily
.
Flour,
EVAPORATED
CAT FOOD
SELF-RIS.
1
.
PLAIN
MILK
6 15 oz. Cans
1-1.I. TIN 794
6 13 1-2 oz. Cans
644
4
'
5624
.
L,;*
5B
55c
89c

Fougers Coffee

1
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closely grown trees will usually be
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Doom
••.
744as

WWI. JUA PRYOR
asaimaard aasaa Mirk eared WWII
TREES ARE A CROP, TOO
The proper spacing of the tree
population in your forest at different stages of development is accomplished by thinning. Tree popugrowth,
lation directly affects
health, form, and in many cases

the species of trees in the timberland. The growth rate and lumber value are profoundly affected
by adjuatiog the area allowed each
tree. Hence, thinning is vital in
the production of a desirable high
quality forest. You should, however, get a forester to assist in this
thinning operation since they are
trained in marking timber and
know what trees should be left.
Here are some examples: A well
stocked forty to fifty year old, second growth hardwood stand grew
40 percent faster after Mining. In
another hardwood stand growth increased 70 percent after 38 percent of the volume had been removed. In pine and other soft wood
the growth rate could be even
greater.
Growth habits of forest trees are
regulated by their environment.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
I. Cereal grass
4. On the highest point
8. Facts
12. Rowing
device
13. Deep dish
14. Cheese
15. Assumed
name
17. Baby's ro.
19. Tyrant
21. Dine
' 22. Goes astray
' 24. Untrue
28. Chatter
31. Part of football team
33. Frosted
35. Is able
e , 36. Sudden
attack '
50 Iron holding 60. Obligation 27. Reverse
37. Honed
current
•
hook
40. Pen
61. Finish
.28. Essential
I"
41. Singing
54 Over
part
DOWN' ,
voice
55. Church
1. Highway '29. Pain
42. Seagull
center '
30. Legume
44. Explosive 58.-Khayyam 2. Eli
32. Rest on
3. Discord
sound
58. Ocean
knees
goddess
46. Director
59. Employed
4. Swallow up 34. Fell
38. Support
5. Toward
39. Gloomy
6. Possess
13. Capture
7. Addition
45. Trudge
sign
8. Hopelessness 47. Medicine.
measure9. Fruit drink
Answers on
48. Not odd
10. Pitch
Peruse
49.
Girl's
name
11.
Page 7
50. Antelope
16. Monkey
51. Abyssinian
18. Frilled
Don't Peek!
prince
neckpiece
52. Hail!
20. Vestige
23. Inadequate 53. Flightless
bird
25. Meadow
26. Narrow cut 57.Preposition

NUN MONTY

where the lumber grade of U. S.
Jim Martin, Gent, Agent
No. 1 begin to grow. Knots in lumCada& OW,Tam.
ber reduce the strength for building and the desirability for use in
"BIG MONDAY"
finish work, thus, it is of low value.
Pruning your young trees wW help
Unless you are familiar with
higher
much
nature produce a
strawberry production you may
quality lumber.
not have heard of the term "Big
There are two critical factors Monday" used. Strawberries are
growth
of
ripe and since I have already
that determine the rate
in both height and diameter. They sampled them I can tell you they
are soil condition and light. In re- are really good. Try some of our
grown strawberries this
gard to the soil condition we refer home
to water, drainage, and available week and you will realize that the
all
have
we
sure
strawberries shipped in from other
plant food. I am
seen the light factor here in our areas just don't compare with
by
Obion County strawberries. "Big
area where pine trees were set
the C. C. C. boys some 30 years Monday" is a term that used to be
ago. They have made very poor used to denote the day that usually
growth, because they have not had came on Monday when the peak of
the proper attention. This is due strawberry production was reachto but one thing .. . improper ed. "Big Monday" for this area,
thinning and in most cases, no thin- I would guess would be next Monning since they were planted. This day.
results only in unprofitable timber
Obion County does not have
and a very unhappy landowner. many strawberry producers left
This is one of the main reasons but you'll have to go a long way
forestry progress has been slow in to find better strawberry growers
this area. Our woodlands are being than Mr. W. G. Dement and Mr.
slashed away more every year, in Tom Wade la the Kenton area.
many cases because the farmer
STOP - READ THE LABEL
had seen old stands with no management and no returns.
A lot of mu' cotton and corn
The farm forest should be pro- crops have been planted during the
tected from fire if at all possible. last two weeks and the planting of
A few trips around the plantation soybeans has started An increaswith a plow every fire season will ed amount of chemicals in the way
pay big dividends, this is especial- of Herbicides, insecticides, and
ly true if a fire spreads to your fungicides are being used in °bias
farm. Fire damages all trees even County this year, and we should
though some are not killed. A scar always remember to STOP and
will show up in the lumber as evid- read the label, carefully. Follow
ence, a fire was here!
label directions carefully on all
Our forest areas should be treatChemicals used. The more we use
ed as any other cash er011 even, chemicals, the more we are likely
through the returns may seem ' to avoid reading the labels. Of
rather slow at times. If other course, this is When we tend to
crops receive no more attention make a mistake that can be oodly.
than the timber areas it is rather
If any of the chemicals have didoubtful that much profit would be rections stipulating a certain numrealized from the farming opera- ber of days between application
tion.
and harvest, we should be careful
to allow at least the number of
days listed on the label before harvest.

Senior Citizens To
Visit McNatt Museums

For their regular meeting today.
Thursday, the Senior Citizens will
visit the museum of R. L. McNatt,
near Dukedom.
Those interested in going will
the First Methodist
meet at
Church at 1:00 p. m. Transportation will be furnished for those not
having their own.
For any further information,
call 479-2395, 479-2965 or 472-1958.

should be applied In the same
manner as those recommended for
cotton. Under optimum moisture
ionditions, good weed control may
be obtained with these materials.
Under dry conditions, poor weed
control will result and with high
moisture some injury to the soybeans may result. If you preemerge your soybeans, plant the
beans at least one inch deep.
KENWELL FESCUE TESTS TO
SE SHOWN MAY 20
Kenwell - • tall fescue developed to provide a grass of higher
palatability than the standard KY.
31 fescue - will be featured in a
grazing test demonstration May
20 at the Willis Hilliard farm in
Hickman County, Kentucky, at
2:00 p. m. (SCI').
were planted in
The test
1962-1963 in Kentucky and now are
being grazed free-choice by livestock. Plant breeders of the United
States Department of Agriculture
and an of5cial of the Kentucky
Improvement Association
Seed
will be at the test to explain the
work.

this sale and Aaron Walker,
Weakley County Agent, informs me
that they will have some real good
pigs in this sale.

News From Our
Boys In The

BAG WORMS
The larvae of this defoliator is
emerging now on the shrubs
around our house. We suggest that
any bags on the shrubs from last
season be removed and destroyed,
and to begin spraying with insecticides such as DDT, Sevin or Malethion.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
May 19 • Feeder Pig Sale -Dresden
May 20 - Kenwell Fescue Grazing
Demonstration - Clinton, Ky.
May 313 • Cattle Spraying Demon.
stration - Troy
May 31 Lamb Pool - Union City

SERVICE
FORT JACKSON, S. C. - Pvt.
Charles 11. Harvey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Harvey, Hickman,
Ky , completed an Army administration course at Fort Jackson, S.
C., May 6.
During the four-week course,
Harvey was trained in management of records and military correspondence.
The 24-year-old soldier entered
the Army last January and completed basic training at Fort !lensing, Oa.

He is a 1961 graduate of Riverview High School in Hickman, Ky.,
and attended Lane College in
NOME AOAINI
Jackson, Tem. He is • member of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
have returned home after spending
a week in Las Vegas and San
Francisco and a week in Honolulu. Remember Ozer Says In VIM Kern

FEEDER PIG SALE AT
DRESDEN
The Weakley County Feeder Pig
Sale at Dresden is growing into a
big sale and Thursday they will
have 1500 feeder pigs in their sale.
The sale will be held in the Weakley County Livestock Pavilion, May
19 at 1:30 p. m.
The pigs will be vaccinated for

You'll Say they're do:lc:tonal

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.

Lake Six pot

"ji;i111 RI
ONLY
(Green labell
$453
PEI
NMI

6

Although we don't get as good
results from pre-emerging soybeans for weed control as we do in
pre-emerging cotton and corn, we
recommend the toe of Amiben,
DCPA, Lorox, Treflan, DNBP, and
NPA plus C1PC: These herbicides

Years Old
90 PROOF

$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Botfor Boftlo of Bourbonl
SWILLED MD SCITELLD IT HEAVEN HILL DISTIUMUM INC.. LARDSTOWIE 1411.10N. COUNTY. KENTUCKY

Saluting ...the class of'66

For Her

For Him
SHIRTS

LINGERIE
SLIPS
PANTIES
GOWNS
BABY DOLL PAJAMAS

WHITE SHIRTS
SOLID COLORED SHIRTS
SPORT SHIRTS
HENLEY SHIRTS
KNIT SHIRTS

DRESSES

SUITS

SPORTSWEAR

SPORT COATS

SKIRTS
BLOUSES
SHORTS
SWIM SUITS
GLOVES
SHORTS
White and Colors

Coal and concrete highways are partners in
progress for western Kentucky

SLACKS
COTTON PANTS
Never Need Ironing

'Coal mining in western Kentucky is a major source of jobs and income.
Huge quantities of coal are consumed in cement manufacturing. Paving

JEWELRY

BILLFOLDS

Concrete on these highways not only will mean more work for the miner-it also,
will provide a first-class road system that attracts new industry and tourists
to boost local business even more. Concrete stays solid and smooth-riding,

BELTS

HOSIERY

SOCKS

SHOES

lasts 50 years and more with little maintenance. Based on actual
Kentucky records, upkeep expense runs 75 per cent less than for asphalt
Today in western Kentucky, coal and concrete highways truly are partners
in progress. With miners, businessmen, and everyone concerned with the NV"
of the area, the choice for highways is modem concrete.,

KASNOW'S

This message sponsoredjointly by:
,Ttia PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, Louisville, Ky.

Department Store
Lake Street

westent

Kentucky's modern highways with concrete means greater use of coal-more work)
for miners! And this increased activity benefits other businesses and industries, too;

SHOES
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PRE-EMERGE FOR SOYBEANS
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs- Dues Melds
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Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farmer will
leave today (Tuesday) for their
home in St. Louis, after a week's
vacation and visit here with their
sister, Mrs. Grover True, and Mr.
True. While here they got in s' .'eral days fishing and other out.
logs.
Mrs. Addle Frields suffered an
attack of bronchitis the past week
at the home of her children, Mr.
and Mrs. Eric Cunningham, in
Dresden. She has improved after
some medication from Dr. E. H.
Welles, family physician.
Relations gathered at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Grover True the
past Sunday and enjoyed a family
dinner. Some were Mr. and Mrs.
Nolen Yates, their mother, Mrs.
Inez Vincent, Mr. and Mrs. Rob.

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
keennas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-1643

eat Rickman and son, Bobby, Mr.
and Mrs. Bell Farmer of St. Louis.
In the afternoon Rev. and Mrs.
Dallas Hemphill of Union City
visited with them. At noon a bountiful repast was enjoyed. The day
was an enjoyable one for this fine
family.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
the eleven o'clock hour. The evening service was held at the usual
hour and, at the close of it, the
ordinance of baptism was observed in the baptistery, when three
candidates were immersed, who
united with the church at the
close of the Spring revival. There
remain two more candidates to be
immersed at a later date.
The condition of Everette Chambers, who is a patient in Jones
Clinic, remains about the same,
with not much improvement at
this time. Children remain at his
bedside. All friends are hoping for
an improvement very soon.
Mrs. James Roy Roberts remains
in Memphis, where she is undergoing treatment for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Dame Harrison
and son, of Murray, were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire, so were Mr. and Mrs. Richard McGuire. The day was
von'
much enjoyed by all.
Cloyce Pucketi continues to improve and is able to be out some.
All friend' around here will be
glad to know of his rapid recovery,
after undergoing surgery several
weeks ago.
Miss Kay Mathia spent Tuesday
with her aunt, Mrs. Buton Lassiter, and Mr. Lassiter.
Grant Bynum isn't feeling quite
so well for the past few week,. He
is suffering considerable pain in
his hip.

RE-ELECT

By KM. Harvey Vaughn

BARKLOY LAKE STOCKID — Biologists from fir Kentucky Department of Fists and Wildlife Resources
place plastic water-filled bags containing rockfish in Barkley Lake. After • "tempering" process, W96949
the water in Me plastic bag becomes the same temperature as the tales water, the tiny fists, numbering
about three mllllsn, are released at various sites around the 45400-acre lake.

Barkley Lake's New Residents May Be
"Young Fry"Now,But"Pan Fry" Soon
"They're just 'young fry' today,
but it won't be long before they
pan-fry."
That's the way Harry Towles, of
the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources, summed
up the stocking of Barkley Lake
last week with some three million
baby rockfish.
Towles said that if only 50 per
cent of the tiny fish survive, Barkley Lake fisherman can expect to

harvest a fine crop of the landlocked ocean stripers which have
adapted to fresh water.
A very tasty species, rockfish
grow quite large with weights of
30 to 40 pounds not uncommon.
Kentucky's
rockfish stocking
program began in 1957 when a
dozen fish ranging from two to 12
pounds were released in Lake
Cumberland. Since that time, hundred of rockfish in various stages
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of growth have been placed in
Lake Cumberland, Lake Herrington and Kentucky Lake.
Kentucky fishermen are encouraged to report the taking of rockfish to conservation officers or the
Fish and Wildlife Department so
biologists can determine growth
progress and other data on reproduction.
It is believed that rockfish will
reproduce in Kentucky. Fertile
eggs have been found in random
samplings of
stocked waters,
Towles said, however no Young
fish have been found.
The young rockfish placed in
Lake Barkley were raised in a
hatchery operated by the South
Carolina Fish and Game Commission. Eggs were taken from female
rockfish this spring, fertilized and
allowed to hatch.
They were flown to Ft. Campbell, Ky., last Wednesday aboard
a Tennessee Valley Authority airplane.
Biologists from Kentucky and
Tennessee received the fish which
were packaged in water-filled
plastic bags. After movement to
Lake Barkley, the young fry were
reelased at various locations along
the huge lake, both in
Kentucky
and Tennessee.

Visitors are cordially invited to
the regular meeting of the Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration
Club at the home of Mrs. Fred
Vaughan on Thursday, May 19, at
1:30 p. m.
Jess Pate has been dismissed
from the Obion County Hospital,
where he has been a patient for
the past several days.
Several
perfect
attendance
school records were -shattered for
students of the Martin school last
week, when maasles struck them.
Some of the victims in this community were Shelia Hazelwood,
Dana Elliott, Judy Clark, Kathy,
Sammie Lou mid Robert Pogue.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Brundige and Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Brundige are on a vacation trip to
California, where they will visit
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brundige.
Mr. and Mn. Ralph Moore and
children have gone to Maryland,
where Mr. Moore will be stationed
after a tour of duty in Vietnam
with the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Hebron Butler, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Barber, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Barber, Mrs. Duren
Terrell, Mrs. Eula Rogers, Mrs.
Libby Jones and Raymond Mcblatt
attended church service at Michie,
Tennessee., last Sunday, where
Bro. McCuthens is the pastor.
Word has been received that
Mrs. Van Bruin has suffered an
attack of phlebitis in her foot.
The strawberry harvest, which
it appears will be short due to the
late frost and freezes, is beginning
at the Harvey Vaughan and Jess
Pate farm this week.

FISH 15 GOOD!
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Vaughn of
Taft, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Burnham of Flat Rock, Mich., Rev.
and Mrs Bill Boyd and Virgil of
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson and Mrs. Coleman Jackson of
Water Valley, Mrs. Laura Simpson
of Mayfield, and Wallace Burnham of Fulton Route 3, all enjoyed
a fish supper at Reelfoot Lake one
night last week.

C., 2nd Bn, lst Tng. Bgde, U. S. A.
TC-1, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905,
Platoon 1.
Arthur T. Hicks passed away at
Sunday, May 22, is Homecoming the Mayfield Hospital Sunday
morning
about two o'clock. He had
Day at Good Springs Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. The day be- been seriously ill a good part of the
winter,
having
been in Mayfield
gins with Sunday School at ten
o'ciock, church service at eleven, and Memphis hospitals several
times.
Funeral
will
be Tuesday at
with the pastor, Rev. Dale Shelton,
brir.ging the message. Dinner will Bethlehem, where he was a member.
Burial
at
Dobson's
Cemetery.
be spread at the noon hour, and
The borne of the family of Wilthe afternoon will be devoted to
singing congregational songs from liam Holt burned last week while
the church hymnal and specials as they were away from home. The
they are provided. According to re- contents were almost a complete
port of Cornell Wilson, the choir of loss. This young family moved
South Fulton Baptist Church, with here recently from Michigan and
their director, Ronnie Cruce, and we are truly sorry for the bad
pastor, Rev. Gerald Stow, and luck.
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell is visitothers of the congregation plan to
be on hand to add to the singing. ing with her daughter, Ruth, in
They were very much appreciated Neoga, Ill., this week.
Sympathy is expressed to the
Towles said some of the rocklast year and we look forward to
their coming again. The Smith family of Otis Dublin, whose body fish were taken to the Federal
was
returned here from Detroit by hatchery at Frankfort
Brothers Quartet from Calvert City
where they
will be the featured singers. Hill- Jackson Funeral Home on Sunday. may be studied more closely.
man Westbrook extends an invita- Funeral services were held MonThe rockfish stocking
tion to all song leaders and singers day afternoon at the chapel. Mrs.
is
a cooperative venture Program
with Kento come and help with this service. Coy Harrison and Mrs. Raymond
tucky,
Glover
Tennessee, South Carolina,
are sisters of Mr. Dublin.
Everyone is invited to spend as
Chap Johnson had treatment for North Carolina, Virginia, the TVA,
much of the day with Good Springs
Murray State College and numerfolks as possible. The Dresden CP an eye injury at Union City Clinic
last
week and is now doing all ous other State and Federal
Church will join with Good Springs
groups.
right.
for the worship service.
Mrs. Jerry Easley and baby are
visiting family and friends. Mr.
Easley will be home for Memorial
Day week end. They are now employed and living in Youngstown,
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Durham
and daughters moved to their new
home west of Dresden this past
W. T. Steele Jr., general manweek. Mr. and Mrs. Gene Phillips,
Model — Gas Lights
who bought the Durham home, ager of Southern States Cooperative spoke out for the traffic safety
will soon be moving in.
EMBASSY
Paul Bruce was inducted into movement today by endorsing the
the army on May 2 and forty-four new 1966 National Drivers Test.
FLAIR
The
Drivers
test
will
be
televised
members of Good Springs Sunday
School enjoyed a pot-luck supper in color over the CBS network on
CABILDO
In his honor at the home of his Tuesday, May 24.
The new 1966 National Drivers
teacher, Mrs. Loyd Watkins, prior
FUTURA
Test
is
the
second
in
a
series
of
to his leaving. He is at present at
the following address: Pvt. El safety specials which won wide
CORONET
Gene P. Bruce, U. S. 53421468, Co. acclaim about a year ago. The new
Test will cover key areas of traffic
HOMESTE
ADER
fatalities not included in the first
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
test.
ON WAGE SIX
CRANBRO
OK
This year's Test will Include
more questions and will cover a
IMO Dorm C11.1:10
CAMEO
broader range of driving experiOM DMA DOOM
12ISOE1E3 lLIC1Nif3010
ences. "With what we learned
CIE1012Cra CEIG7
from last year's Test," said
CIU01721 120121r113
Steele, "This year's program
Gas Grills — $2.50 Per
C123M11131311
should give each of us who drives
1:113130 OCC/ C201111
a real insight to our capabilities
FALCON
EIMLIIMCIOEICIoiJ
behind the wheel of • car.
UOMCICI noon
In endorsing the Drivers Test,
ARKLA EGA 30S-N
1313C111131:1
Steele said employees and families
121=7173171 MOOED
of Southern States Cooperative
would actively support the proAll of the above
gram,

DUKEDOM NEWS

Juke
Rit1v Stew art
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CHESTNUT GLADE

By Mrs Menu Westbrook
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Cotton farmers in Obion County
will vote this month to decide
whether they want to be able to
sell or lease their cotton allotment,
outside the county. The referendum
on the question will be conducted
by mail during the period May lf
through May 25. Ballots may also
be delivered by hand to the ASCS
county offices.
The only question to be decided
by the balloting is whether upland
cotton allotments may be transferred during the next 3 years to
other farms outside the county
which are owned or controlled by
someone else. Such transfers may
be made by sale or by lease. In no
case may transfers be glade out.
side the State. An affirmative vote
by at least two-thirds of the county's cotton farmers who vote will
permit such transfers for the next
three upland cotton crops, 1967419.
A referendum on the same ques
tion was conducted last tar
throughout the Cotton Belt, and
growers in 349 counties at that
time approved the allotment trans
fern. The vote this May will be
held only in counties which disap
proved such transfers in last fall's
voting.
The upcoming vote by maimarks a first in program adminis
tration. Farmers previously hay(
been able to vote by mail in anima'
ASC committeeman elections, bu
the method has never before beet
used in a commodity program ref
erendum.
It's easy to vote by mail, an.'
we hope all producers will vote
The vote should be fully represer
tative of the wishes of cotto.:
farmers in our county.
Copies of the ballot have beer
sent to all cotton producers of rc
cord in the county, together wit'
information describing the prc
gram's purpose and operation. An:
cotton producer who has a questio
about the referendum or about wh
Is eligible to vote, is urged to fp
in touch with the ASCS county of
fice.

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try,isn't it?

BO P4OOF

4E5 96
I/2 IT.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon,90 Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co„
Kentucky.

GAS GRILLS 81 GAS LIGHT PRICES
Price
$40.25
44.00
35.50
36.50
39.50

2011 MAIN STREET

-a

36.50 •••••..
48.50
52.50
Month
$60.00
60.00

prices are completely installed, and are
purchased for $1.50 down and $1.00 per month on }Sitr utility bill.

Fulton Insurance Agency
OFFICE PHONE 172.1351

Obion County
Cotton Farmers
Vote Allotments

The above are on display at the City Hall. Many of these are a
new porcelainized steel, and are available in both black and white
finish. Information my be obtained by calling 479-2151. These were
on display on the Gas Light Truck,

GAS UTILITY DEPARTMENT
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
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Hobert Bransford (left) has been named "Graduate
of the Year" by
his classm•tes at the Univ•rsity of Detroit Evening
College of Commerce and Finance. The 44-year-old accounting
major started his col'ego education seventeen years ago, continued
it on and off, in spite of
numerous difficulties. He receives that "Gradu
ate of the Year plaque
'rom senior class president Al Kelpinaki.

BRANSFORD-(Continued front rev One,
"Of course we're proud of Hubert," Verna and Jim said almost
n unison, "but we're also proud
if all our other children and
(randchildren." A grandson, one of
-about 30 grandchildren," lives
with them. Another son, Harold,
s serving a second hitch in the
Armed Forces and is presently
tationed in Viet Nam.
/1-!re's one of the stories that apleered in the Detroit newspaper.

were sewing repair jobs in cleaning establishments.
There was also the Michigan Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, where he took more aptitude
tests and then was offered an opportunity to study accounting at
the Detroit Institute of Commerce.
"It was a good opportunity, and
after I graduated I was given a
job at Goodwill in 1948," he commented.
"All this time I was telling the
children about the importance of
a college education. I thought I
ought to practice what I preached and set an example before they
asked me why I didn't have a college degree. That's one of the reasons I started night classes at U.
of D".
Illness briefly interrupted, but
did not curtail, Bransford's college
studies.
"I went back and finally this day
has arrived," he said in his home
at 2297 Virginia Park.
"I hope to go back some day and
take post-graduate classes, but
first - and I'm sure my wife will
approve - there's some household
chores like painting shutters and
mowing the lawn. Then maybe
I'll go back to the books."
A friend noticed that Bransford has acquired more than a
diploma for his efforts. His fellow
students at the University's College of Commerce and Finance
presented him with a plaque as
"Senior of the Year."

It's taken 17 years and many
detours for this day to arrive
vhen Hubert- Bransfoid can finally
refer to himself as a college
graduate.
"It's been worth every step,"
said the 44-year-old accountant
before receiving his bachelor's
degree in business administration
at the University of Detroit's
graduation exercises on April 30.
Bransford started his college career in 1949 by working days and
going to school at night.
He began making his way toward higher education on a country road outside Fulton. when he
was 13. Each day he trudged a
mile on crutches from his family's
farm to a one-room schoolhouse.
The youngster's right leg was
amputated. He had suffered cancer
of the bone.
"I liked books and decided to
obtain all the education I could,"
he said.
Since then he has passed this
love to his children, Donnell, 16, a
high school junior, and Elaine, 21,
a senior at Lincoln University in
Missouri.
Bransford, who now is the accountant at the Goodwill Industries
of Greater Detroit, recalled that
in his youth "there were no high
The News takes pleasure in
schools for Negroes in Fulton." wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
But there was one in Paducah, 50 following friends:
miles away. Bransford took an
May 20: David Lynn Holman,
aptitude test offered by the Kentucky Department of Vocational Tony Taylor - May 21: Neva MayRehabilitation. He passed it and nerd, Larry'Watkins, Mrs. Morris
learned that the only opening was Wiley; May 22: James McKinney,
in a student training program for Tommy Toon. Jerry Mac Weaks,
Blanche Weaks;
tailoring.
"I grabbed the chance. I didn't
May 23! Janet Hodges; May 24:
care what I studied just as long
Linda Holland, I M. Jones, Mrs.
as I could have a high school eduGeorge Rushton, John Schwerdt,
cation and diploma."
Stephame
Watkins;
May
25:
It was an achievement that 'only
Brenda Craven, Jane Green, Mark
sharpened his appetite for learnin
g Van Doren; May 26: Virginia
when he went to live with relative
s Cathey, Morgan Fields, Hubert
in Detroit. He was 23 and
there Randle.

(Continued From Page One)
were taking their first train ride
and would get off the Illlnois Central here at 10:25 a. m. It was his
press day, as it was ours, so we
both knew the pressure of a deadline.
Ralph called and asked if I
would take a picture of the group
so that he could have it for this
week's paper, and I obliged, of
Course.
Politics is a rough and tumble
game, but when two opponents
can end a campaign without any
hard feelings and continue an already good friendship, then this
business of politics has some hope.
At least Ralph and I think
it has
anyhow!
When the time comes that people
seek an office for true public
service, character assassination
will
also become a penitentiary
offense.
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Mrs. W. A. Marchman Receives The
G-r-rowl Dedicahon At Assembly

ism in high achool and college and
OPINING MAY $8
worked on her high school and
Annual opening day at the Fulcollege papers and then on the ton Country
Club will be Monday
city newspaper. She is now sponsor May 30.
Golf, bingo and • picnic
of the Quill and Scroll and the supper are on
the agenda.
"Kennel".
Rememb
er
Our
Boys In Viet Nem
In accepting the dedication
Mrs. Marchman thanked the seniors for the cooperation and enthusiasm which were shown in all
that they undertook.
between Martin and Union Clty
The reason why the annual was
dedicated to her can best be sumThur - Fri, May 19-20
med up in the dedication itself:
"How do we say "thank you" to
Double Feature
a person who has meant so much
Starts at 7 30
to us during our past years' You
Betty Davis-Joseph Cotton
have been more than a friend, for
Hush ... Hush Sweet
you have helped each and every
Charlotte
one of us in some special way.
You
have overlooked our forgetfu
Then at 9 30
lness,
and our inconsideration as
Joan
Crawfor
d
John Ireland
you
have pushed us farther along
I Saw What You Did
the
road to maturity. Because of
your
interest in the students and
Saturday, May 21
your
eagerness to help them has
Three Shows
en•
cleared you to all who have
Starts at 7:30
come
under your influence and since
Troy
Donahu
e Joey Heatherton
You
mean so much to so many,
we, the
My Blood Runs Cold
lion and appreciation, dedicat
e the
And at 9.30
1966 GR-R-ROWL to you,
Mrs. W.
A. Marchman."
The Man Could Cheat

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Miss Moore Speaker
At Crutchfield mu
The Nell Hardy W. M. U
of the
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
in
the church last Monday
night for
the regular meeting, with
eight
members present.
A surprised Mrs. Marchm
an receives We Annual at
The program chairman,
the SenedIction
Miss Ceremony. An english
Marie Moore, gave a talk
teacher, Mrs. Mardwilan,
on "The
halls frees Macon,
French in Louisiana."
Georgia and lives in Martin.
On the
program also were Mrs.
Verlie
From The Fatten "Kennel"
Nichols, Mrs. Delma Shelton
and
llnivervity, Mrs. Marchman
Mrs. J. C. Jackson.
came
This
year's 1986 Gr-r-rowl has been to Fulton High in 1964.
The president, Mrs. Lewis
Since then
Pat- dcdicated to Mrs. Judy
rick, was in charge of a
Marchman, English has taken on a new
short English teacher at Fulton
light.
business session.
High. An interesting addition
Hailing from Macon, Georgia
for Juniors
, ob- is Speech and
Debate, which had
viously, where she was graduat
VMS Loral Maw ?kW
ed been discontinued here
from high school and
until Mrs.
Mercer Marchman came. She
took journal -

Death
And at 10 30
Bernard Lee

RIB TICKLERS
"Hades Herald" South Fatten

Ring Of Treason

Restaurant sign: Our steaks are
so tender we wonder how the
steer
ever held together.
Rob: I wish people would
be
more explicit!
Bob: What's wrong?
Rob: This letter from home says
Dad fell out of the old apple
tree
and broke a limb.

Sun • Mon , May 22-23
Double Feature
Starts at 7 30

Dnacula-Prince of
Darkness
And at 9 30
Andra Morell Diane Clare

The Plague of the Zombies
Owed Tun-Wed. May 24-IS

"We Like Bananas"

Happy Birthday

Now is the time to modernize your kitch
en with
a modern ELECTRIC range.
And modern it is! New electric
rang-s rook
clean and carefree ...
help you turn out taste-tempting
meals etery time. Economically,
too!
Now is the time to buy. For
a limited time,
you pun base an electric range, or one of these you get a 'penal lo.cos wben
other modern eloi.ic

Include
wiring in your
home modernization plans

OTHER SPECIAL BONUS OFFERS:
• Electric Dishwasher

$10

• Electric Water Heater
Enjoy outdoor fun .... indoor convenienc
e
WITH A GAS GRILL
Convenient gas grill to make outdo
or cooking
a real pleasure ... at a SPEC
IAL REDUCED
PRICE! Until June 1st ... a compl
etely installed
unit,

ONLY $59.95
FULTON GAS UTILITY
Telephone 472-1320

• . . $15

Before you build or remodel,
make sure your plans
indium.- adequate wiring.

To collect your bonus ...
See your favorite electric appliance
dealer now. Puy and install
one of the featured appliances
during this "Moth .ir.e Electrically"
program. Bring a copy of your
bill of sale to thc place you pay your
electric hill. It's that simple.
This limited time offer is good ^1 original

installation:

Better electrical living begins
wills up.to-date
ring, To operate at their
best, appliances need
adequate wiring, including an
entrance panel that's
devigned to handle your immedi
ate and future requirements. And you'll want plenty
of circuits, switches
and outlets for modern electric
al living.
55

,74 w,ytIw v"

Special Wiring Offer

We have a

special
offer on wiring during our
"Modernize Electrically" pro.
ram. For full details, call or
drop by our office.

Modernize Electrically, a.NOW!
'1OltniI II'

FULT011 ELECTRIC SYSTEM

May 12, 1988

eAY
my at the Fulill be Monday
, and a picnic
tends.
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Rains Will
Delay Plan:,
For Parkway
Heavy rains in the past fee:
days have virtually wiped out
any chance of meeting a May
20 date originally scheduled for
the opening of a relocated section of Western Kentucky Parkway east of Princeton.
Reports from the district high
way department office in Madisonville indicate that barring
unusually heavy rains in the
next few weeks the parkway
section will be opened to traffic around June I.
A landslide in the westbound
lane about eight miles east of
Princeton ruined a .9 mile section of the parkway about a year
ago. It has been opened only to
one-way traffic since then.
The section has been rebuilt
south of the ruined section. The
entire project will cost around
8600,000.

r21

10
Heatherton

• Cold
MGM

Porch & Floor Enamel
or Ct.
iiet.
White High Gloss
Enamel
tis—vss

18,000 Tons
•
III l'
LONDON—The corm,: alone
le the pennies in circulatim in
Britain weighs 18 thousand tons.

65 Students
Graduate
At Fulton

Elosiw, Of I% ant.
School Is OnIered
CLINTON, Ky..
-The
Hickman County board of edu:eon has ruled that Kane
5,.1,001 in Clinton will he dis. -eatinued at the end of the
present school ycar.
Kanens the only school in the
county with all Negro teachers
and students. Classes at Hickman County High School, Central Siho o I. and Columbus
School base a number of Negro
students.
The decision to abolish Kane
we, in compliance with federal
ordets that steps be taken immediately to integrate all schools
iii the county.
Following the closing of Kane
School, the faculty there will be
assigned to other schools in the
county system and students will
be assigned to the school nearest their place of residence.

FULTON, Ky., May 12—Sixtyfive South Fulton seniors received diplomas at the annual
commencement program Thursday night at the high school
auditorium.
Dr. John Richcadson of Mem?Ms State Unit ersity delivered
the commencement address.
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Inside Latex Wall
Paint • 100f,"
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BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Or THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

THE

FULTON

COCA-COLA

BOTTLING

3G•1.
Middling Semi-Gloss — $1.79
Enamel in Etest Grade Qt;

50 ft. Garden Hose $1.
Bar-B-Q Grills $5.95 &
$11.95
17 Jewel Gruen
watches with expansion band
$22.95
and up - Guaranteed.
New Emerson TV's
$129.93 and up
New Emerson Air
Conditioners $99.95 up
Frog Gigs
24c
Frog Lights
79c
Batteries 10c ea,.$1 doz.
e have a wide, wid
lection of Fishin
u lies - See us firs

SEEKS USA TITLE -- Beautiful Miss Jenof Hickman carries the
nifer Burcliam
banner of "Miss Kentucky of 1986" to the
Miss USA beauty Pageant to be held In
Miami Beech May le through Slat, Winner

CS the Mae USA contest will compete in
the Miss Universe pageant in July. (Photo
courtesy of Joe Hayden, Mayfield Messenger).

Miss Bureham In Miami
For Miss U.S.A. Contest
014 tie Motile cute-Buggecr
everyone else thinks our

FREE 1110THPROOFIN6 SERVICE is great!
When you send a garment to us it comes hack to
you mothproofed—fully protected against moths
and mildew. And how much does this mothproofing service cost you? Exactly nothing!
We give you this something extra along with the
finest of drycleaning services.

Post hole diggers $4.95
Garden Hoe
$1.59
LAUNDRY AND CLEANER& INC.
218 E.State Line

Pho.412-1700

i19, Miss Kentucky and the other
HICKMAN, Ky.,
Miss Jennifer Burcham of Ffick-lcontestants will have a full
man, who recently won the title schedule of parties, interviews
of Miss Kentucky of 1968, Is intwIth newsmen, television and
Miami, Fla., to compete in the radio appearances and posing
"Miss USA" pageant next for publicity pictures.
' The 18-year-old Miss Burcham
week.
Noss Burchans•freshman at ;has been a consistent beauty
the University -of Kentecky,lwinner from her high school
Lexington, is the daughter of years to her selection last year
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burcham as the Kentucky Derby queen.
Jr., of Hickman. She Is. green- in her new role she will be
eyed ash blond and tips the vieing for thousands of dollars
in prizes and the right to repscales .1 120 pounds.
She received her Miss Ken-'resent the United States in the
lucky title in the Mayfield Lions!"Miss Universe" pageant in
Club pageant held at the May-IJuly. Girls from 82 countries
field High School auditorium onlwill compete for the intentsltional beauty title.
April 18.
Miss Bitrcham was accom- The finals of the "Miss USA"
contest will be nationally teepanted by her mother,
Preceding the preliminary vlsed on CBS Saturday night,
judging to begin Thursday, May May 21.

Re alt
01.., A S!, sr Nan.

Members of the grialuating
class:
Judy Adams, Mollie Alexander, Brenda Archer, Dee Barnard, Define Barnes, Joy Boyd,
Sherry Brockwell, Susan Blame% Martha Bynum, Nelda
Clement, Velma Carwile, Brenda Clinard, Linda Collier, Barbara Cruse, Nancy Cunningham.
Carol Dixon. Shirley Flowers:
Peggy Fuller, Elizabeth
Green. June Ilarris, Linda Holland, Judy Hughes, Sandra Kendall. Alotha Little, Dorothy
Minor, Linda Nanney, Jean
Neeley, Dora Patterson, Teresa
Pennington:
Peggy Pritle, Janie Shelton,
Paula Whitlock. Florence Wiggins Joanna Woodruff, Clyde
Bunch, Gene Cannon, Jim Connor. Jimmy Daugherty, Harry
Elliott. Danny Faulkner, Dickie
Ceassum, Frankie Harris, Larry
Heath. Kenneth Lacewell;
Roger McAlister, Philip Moo.
Robert Moss, Donnie Parr,
Richard Peerey, Sydney Philips,
James Ray, Treasure Rogers,
Jack Simpson, Craig Simrell.
Perry Sneed, Charles Stunson,
Tony Taylor;
Jim Weeks, David Wiley, Perry Williams, Dickie Winte r,
Monty Wolfe, Bobby Wright,
and Danny Zickefoose.

Enter Pepsi-Cola's

$2,000,000
WORLDWIDE
FAMILY
SHOPPING
SPREE

Judge Brady Stewart
Candidate•Kentucky Court
of Appeals

••••••
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Page One)
(Continu
were taking their first train ride
and would get off the Illinois Central here at 10:25 a. m. It was his
press day, as it was ours, so we
both knew the pressure of a dead-

Mrs. W. A. Marchman Receives The
G-r-rowl Dedication Al Assembly

BOUM.

a.
1

Pon'
ent
Con
lati,
sea

Miss Moore Speaker
At Crutchfield WU

Missouri.
Bransford, who now is the accountant at the Goodwill Industries
of Greater Detroit, recalled that
in his youth "there were no high
schools for Negroes in Fulton."
But there was one in Paducah, 50
miles away. Bransford took an
aptitude test offered by the Kentucky Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation. He passed it and
learned that the only opening was
in a student training program for
tailoring.
"I grabbed the chance. I didn't
care what I studied just as long
as I could have a high school education and diploma."
It was an achievement that only
sharpened his appetite for learning
when he went to live with relatives
in Detroit. He was 23 and there

OPENING MAY 30
FulAnnual opening day at the
Club will be Monday
Country
ton
college papers and then on the
picnic
May 30. Golf, bingo and a
city newspaper. She is now sponsor
supper are on the agenda
of the Quill and Scroll and the
"Kennel".
Remember Our Beys In Vlet Nam
In accepting the dedication
Mns. Marchman thanked the seniors for the cooperation and enthusiasm which were shown in all
between Martin and Union City
that they undertook.
The reason why the annual was
dedicated to her can best be sum Thur - Fri, May 19 20
Double Feature
used up in the dedication itself:
"How do we say "thank you" to
Starts at 7 30
a person who has meant so much
Davis-Joseph Cotton
Betty
You
years?
past
our
during
us
to
Hush ... Hush Sweet
have been more than a friend, for
Charlotte
you have helped each and every
one of us in some special way. You
Then at 9 30
ness,
have overlooked our forgetful
Joan Crawford - John Ireland
and our inconsideration as you
I Saw What You Did
have pushed us farther along the
road to maturity. Because of your
Saturday, May 21
interest in the students and your
Three Shows
enhas
eagerness to help them
Starts at 7:30
deared you to all who have come Troy Donahue • Joey Heatherton
under your influence and since you
My Blood Runs Cold
mean so much to on many, we, the
And at 9:30
tion and appreciation, dedicate the
W.
Mrs.
to
you,
1966 GR-R-ROWL
The Man Could Cheat
A. Marchman."
sccohll:cgde ldi

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

line.
Ralph called and asked if I
would take a picture of the group
so that he could have it for this
week's paper, and I obliged, of
Politics is a rough and tumble
game, but when two opponents
can end a campaign without any
hard feelings and continue an alreads, good friendship, then this
business of politics has some hope.
At least Ralph and I think it has
anyhow!
When the time comes that people
seek an office for true public service, character assassination will
also become a penitentiary offense.
by
Year"
the
of
te
"Gradua
Hubert Bransford (left) has boon named
Detroit Evening College of Comhl classmates at Hui University of
d accounting major started his colmerce and Finance. The 44-year-ol
continued it on and off, in spite of
ago,
years
n
seventee
n
!rem educatio
"Graduate of the Year" plaque
that
receives
Hit
es.
numerous difficulti
.
Kelpinski
Al
The Nell Hardy W. M. U of the
president
roan senior class
Crutchfield Baptist Church met in
church last Monday night for
the
BRANSFORD—
were sewing repair jobs in clean- the regular Meeting, with eight
(Continued from Plage One
members present.
ing establishments.
"Of course we're proud of HuThe program chairman, Miss
There was also the Michigan Deert," Verna and Jim said almost
a- Marie Moore, gave a talk on "The
Rehabilit
al
Vocation
of
partment
proud
U unison, "but we're also
in Louisiana." On the
French
and tion, where he took more aptitude
were Mrs. Verlie
A all our other children
then was offered an op- program also
grandchildren." A grandson, one of tests and
Mrs. Delma Shelton and
portunity to study accounting at Nichols,
'about 30 grandchildren," lives
Jackson.
J.
C.
Mrs.
e.
Commerc
of
Detroit Institute
with them. Another son, Harold, the
The president, Mrs. Lewis Patthe
"It WBS a good opportunity, and rick, was in charge of a short
s serving a second hitch in
Was given a
I
d
presently
graduate
is
I
after
and
Armed Forces
business session.
job at Goodwill in 1948," he comtationed in Viet Nam.
mented.
Visit Local Sterint First
Hire's one of the stones that upr.
"All this time I was telling the
eared in the Detroit newspape
children about the importance of
many a college education. I thought I
It's taken 17 years and
what I preachdetours for this day to arrive ought to practice
they
finally
ed and set an example before
vhen Hubert Bransford can
have a coldidn't
college
I
why
a
me
as
asked
refer to himself
reathe
of
lege degree. That one
graduate.
night classes at U.
"It's been worth every step." sons I started
accountant of D"
said the 44-year-old
but
s
Illness briefly interrupted,
before receiving his bachelor'
ation
college
administr
business
did not curtail, Bransford's
degree in
Detroit's studies.
at the University of
30.
day
graduation exercises on April
••I went back and finally this
Bransford started his college ca- has arrived," he said in his home
and
days
reer in 1949 by working
at 2297 Virginia Park.
and
going to school at night:
"I hope to go back some day
tobut
He began making his way
take post-graduate classes,
couna
on
n
ward higher educatio
and I'm sure my wife will
he first d
househol
some
there's
try road outside Fulton, when
a approve and
was 13. Each day he trudged
chores like painting shutters
family's
his
maybe
from
crutches
Then
mile on
mowing the lawn.
farm to a one-roorri schoolhouse.
I'll go back to the books."
The youngster's right leg was
Brans-A friend noticed that
amputated. He had suffered cancer
than a
ford has acquired more
fellow
of the bone.
His
efforts.
his
diploma for
Col"I liked books and decided to
students at the University's
obtain all the education I could,"
Finance
and
e
lege of Commerc
he said.
a plaque as
with
him
d
presente
Since then .he has passed this
"Senior of the Year."
love to his children, Donnell, it, a
high school junior, and Elaine, 21,
in
a senior at Lincoln University

ied i heehrooib:ignbd
t..k.

Death

RIBTICKLERS
"Magas Herald" Suuth Fulton
A surprised Mrs. Marchinan receives the Annual at the Benediction
Restaurant sign: Our steaks are
Ceremony. An engin!. teacher, Mrs. Marchrnan, halls from Macon, so tender we wonder how the steer
Georgia and lives In Martin,
ever held together.
Rob: I wish people would be
University, Mrs Marchman came more explicit!
From The Fulton "Kennel"
to Fulton High in 1964. Since then
Bob: What's wrong?
This year's 1166 Grcr-rowl has been
Rob. This letter from home says
has taken on a new light.
drclicated to Mrs. Judy Marchman, English
fell out of the old apple tree
Dad
Juniors
for
ng
addition
English teacher at Fulton High. An interesti
and broke a limb.
Hailing from Macon, Georgia, ob- is Speech and Debate, which had
Mrs.
viously, where she was graduated been discontinued here until
"W. Like Bananas"
from high school and Mercer Marchman came. She took journal.

And at 10.30
Bernard Lee

Ring Of Treason
Sun - Mon, May 22-23
Double Feature
Starts at 7 30

Dnacula-Prince of
Darknees
And at 9:30
Andra Morel Diane Clare

The Plague of the Zombies
Owed Tuo-Wad, May 11445

Happy Birthday

in
The News takes pleasure
the
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
following friends:
May 20: David Lynn Holman,
Tony Taylor; May 21: Neva Maynard, Larry Watkins, Mrs. Morris
Wiley; May 22: James McKinney,
Tommy Toon, Jerry Mac Weaks,
Blanche Weeks:
May 23: Janet Hodges; May 24:
Linda Hollind, T. M. Jones, Mrs.
George Rushton, John Schwerdt
25,
May
Watkins:
Stephanie
Brenda Craven, Jane Green, Mark
Van Doren; May 26: Virginia
Cathey, Morgan Fields, Hubert
Randle.

Now is the time to modernize your kitchen with
a modern ELECTRIC range.
...
And modern it is! New electric rang-is cook Ia.'. clean and carefree
too!
you turn out taste-tempting meals eNery time. Economically,
ial bow,v•I•rn
,
get a spe
Now is the time to buy. For a limited time, you
you purchase an electric range, or one of these other modern eltelsic

help

OTHER SPECIAL BONUS OFFERS:
$10

• Electric Dishwasher
• Electric Water Heater

. . . $15

Include
wiring in your
home modernization plans
Better electrical living begins with up-to-date
wiring. To operate at their best, appliances need
adequate wiring, including an entrance panel that's
designed to handle your immevliate and future requirements. And you'll want plenty of circuits, switches
and outlets for modern electrical living.
Before you build or remodel, make sure your plans
include adequate wiring.

Enjoy outdoor fun .... indoor convenience
WITH A GAS GRILL
Convenient gas grill to make outdoor cooking
a real pleasure ... at a SPECIAL REDUCED
PRICE! Until June 1st ... a completely installed
unit,

To collect your bonus ...
See your favorite electric appliance dealer now. Puy and install
one of the featured appliances during this "Mod, -ice Electrically"
you pay your
program. Bring a copy of your bill of sale to th.:
electric bill. It's that simple.
This limited time offer is good ^1 origin:I ihstailaticr,

••••1''

Special Wiring Offer

We have a special

°ler on wiring during our "Modernize Electrically" pro.
gram. For full details, call or drop by Our office.

Modernize Electrically... NOW!

t"....""'" 9f-

ONLY $59.95
FULTON GAS UTILITY
Telephone 472-1320

FULT011 ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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CHECK

THESE UNBEATABLE PRICES
ON PAINT —

se Fuldonday
picnic

it

Ham

Quality for Quality,
these are your Best

Paint Buys. 100er
Guaranteed Too!
Outside White Oil
Base House Paint:

as

City

to
thin
Feet

OiseM.
Sorry - No "Give
away Laddars at these
prices.

reland
)td

Outside Latex House
Paint

:old

Or
17a.

ieat

Porch & Floor Enamel

.therton

15g.

or

mt.
Or

+Val.

White High
Enamel

Gloss

Heavy rains in the past few
days have virtually wiped out
any chance of meeting a May
20 date originally scheduled for
the opening of a relocated section of Western Kentucky Park.
way east of Princeton.
Reports from the district high
way department office in Madisonville indicate that barring
unusually heavy rains in the
next few weeks the parkway
section will be opened to traffic around June 1
A landslide in the westbound
lane about eight miles east of
Pnnceton ruined a .9 mile section of the parkway about a year
ago. It has been opened only to
one-way traffic since then
The section has been rebuilt
south of the ruined section. The
entire project will cost around
8600,000.

18,000 Tons
In P
1.0NDON—The coop, alone
in the pennies in circulatian in
Britain weighs 18 thousand tons.

Clare
=less*
$4,11

4

Gal

Of interest to Homemakers

65 Students
Graduate
At Fulton

Closiiif, Of

hatic
School I. )i'iler,'il

CLINTON. Ky
-The
Hickman County board of edur ..ion has ruled that Kane
hoot in Cfinion will be dis•
Gatanied at the end of the
present school ycar.
Kancis the only school in the
county with all Negro teachers
and students. Classes at Hickman County High Scheel. Cenral Si hoo I. and Columbus
School hme a number of Negro
ntse
d.
students
tision in abolish Kane
wa, in compliance with federal
ordeis that steps be taken immediately to integrate all schools
in the counts.
Following the closing of Kane
School, the faculty there will be
assigned to other schools in the
county system and students will
be assigned to the school nearest their pl,ce ol residence

FU1.TON, Ky., May 12—Sixtyfive South Fulton seniors received diplomas at the annual
commencement program Thursday night at the high school
auditorium.
Dr. Jehn Richaidscas of Mem.phis State Unisersity delivered
the commencement address.

Make
Cooking
a Pleasure

of
lErt

THURSDAY MAY 19. 1966

.9rt
/00
5

5

Gal.

Inside Latex Wall
Paint - 100% Rubber.
lied

icc 2E1. let

MOTTLED UNOER AUTHOPiTY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE

FULTON

COCA-COLA

BOTTLING

COMPANY'

weGal.
SEEKS USA TITLE -- Beeubtal Was Jennifer Burcham
of memos carries the
banner of "Miss Kentucky of 196V to the
Miss USA beauty pageant to be held in
Miami 13..cli May HI through nat. Winner

Metchine Semi-Glen — $1.75

50 ft. Garden Hose $I.
Bar-B-Q Grills $5.95 &
$11.95

Miss Burcham In Miami
For Miss U.S.A. Contest

17 Jewel Gruen
watches with expansion band
$22.95
and up - Guaranteed.
New Emerson TV's
$129.95 and up

New Emerson Air
Conditioners $99.95 up
Frog Gigs
29c
Frog Lights

.

Batteries 10c ea,S1

everyone else thinks our

79c

FREE MOTHPROOFIN6 SERVICE is great!

dos.

When you send • garment to us it comes hack to
you mothproofed—fully protected against moths
and mildew. And how much does this mothproofing service cost you? Exactly nothing!
We give you this something extra along with the
finest of drycleaning services.

e have.a wide, wid
election of Fishin
u hes -See us firs
Post hole diggers $4.95
Garden Hoe
$1.59

of the Miss USA contest will compete in
the Miss Universe pageant in July. (Photo
courtesy of Joe Hayden, Mayfield Messenger).

LAUNDRY

AND

218 E.State Line

CLEANER& INC.
Pho.412-1700

HICKMAN, Ky.,
IS, Miss Kentucky and the other
Miss Jennifer Burcham of Hick-'contestants will have a full
man, who recently wan the title ,schedule of parties, interviews
of Miss Kentucky of 1966, is In with newsmen, television and
Miami, Fla., to compete in the radiri appearances and posing
"Miss USA" pageant next for publicity pictures.
The 18-year-old Miss Burcham
week.
i.iiss Burcham, a freshman at has been a consistent beauty
the University ,of Kentucky, I winner from her high school
Lexington, is the daughter of'years to her selection last year
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burcham as the Kentucky Derby queen.
Jr., of Hickman. She is•green- tn her new role she will be
eyed ash blond and tips the Isieing for thousands of dollars
in pnzes and the right to repscales at 120 pounds.
She received her Miss Ken- resent the United States in the
tucky title in the Mayfield Lions'Miss Universe" pageant in
Club pageant held at the May- IJuly. Girls from 82 countries
field High School auditorium on :will compete for the internaApril 16.
tional beauty title.
Miss Burcham was accom- The finals of the "Miss USA"
panied by her mother.
contest will he nationally telePreceding the preliminary vised on CBS Saturday night,
Judging to begin Thursday. May 1May 21.

Want Juiek Mp‘pH,.
S!, Ape. IN*, Ad

Members of the ,;racluating
class:
Judy Adanis, Mollie Alexander, Brenda Archer, Dee Barnard, Desire Barnes, Joy Boyd;
Sherry Brockwell, Susan Bui-re,v. Martha Bynum, Nelda
Clement, Velma Carwile, Brenda Clinard, Linda Collier, Barbara Cruse. Nancy Cunningham,
Carol DIk011, Shirley Flowers:
Peggy Fuller, El z a beth
Green. June Harris, Linda Hot.
Lind, Judy Hughes, Sandra Kendall, Alotha Little, Do rothy
Minor, Linda Nanney, Jean
Neeley, Dora Patterson, Teresa
Pennington:
Peggy Pratte, Janie Shelton,
Paula Whitlock. Florence Wiggins Joanna Woodruff, Clyde
Bunch. Gene Cannon, Jim Connor. Jimmy Daugherty, Harry
Fitton% Danny Faulkner, Dickie
Gossum, Frankie Harris, Larry
Heath. Kenneth Lacewell;
Roger McAlister, Philip Moss,
Robert Mess, Donnie Parr,
Richard Peerey, Sydney Philips,
James Ray. Treasure Rogers,
Jack Simpson, Craig Simeell,
Perry Sneed, Charles Stunson,
Tony Taylor:
Jim Weeks, David Wiley, Perry Williams, Dickie Winter,
Monty Wolfe, Bobby Wright,
and Danny Zickefoose

Enter Pepsi-Cola's

$2000,000
WORLDWIDE
FAMILY
SHOPPING
SPREE
Get details at Pepsi display!

Judge Brady Stew-art
Candidate • Kentucky Court
of Appeals
(Paid Political Advertisoatitat)

lab

Fulton, Ky.
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Exchange Furniture Co.

and ranges at Exchange are racon.
ditioned and goranieed.
Americanism; 'All veering and State' Al Moab Temple,
Medi
In its paint department Exchange
members of patriotic organisations sonville. Garnett Hall at the
Mastocks a complete line of Martin
sonic Home, Louisville; and
are especially invited to attend
EastSenour paints for interior and exThe meetings will be held in ern State University Coliseum
.
terior use, and its color-coded
the three Masonic areas of the Richmond
paint mixer can provide 1500
colors of paint. Additional supplies
Patriotic meetings in three difin this department include nearly
cytrything
the
painter needs: ferent sections of the State are
caulking, brushes, thinners, buck - planned for Sunday, June 12, as
06; ladders, rollers, colors for
a combined obtinting and a full line of supplies
servance of this
for the popular ••antiquing" that
year's Masonic
has become such a hobby in many
Fraternal D a y
in Kentucky
households.
and Flag Day.
The wallpaper department in.
Piens for the
chides a giant selection of wall.
Swing out this Summer in these sunshine
meetings, to be
paper for every taste and every
held simultaneprice range, as well as a complete
blights. left. RAINBOW, squares of
ously at 200
stock of such items as borders,
p.m.. in Maditrims, pastes, brushes and other
several colors combine in•T-strap style.
sonville.
Louisnecessities for the paperhanger.
en... swain., Jr vale and RichIn addition, Exchange features
Right. BAGDAD, the surfer look laced
•""""'
mond, were an.
a good selection of the well-known
nounced by Thomas-Burchett, Jr.
and popular Gold Seal' Congoleum Grand
up in style.
Master of the Grand Lodge
in 9 and 12-foot widths.
of Kentucky Masons Masons are
Exchange Furniture Company is encourag
SEEN
IN SEVENTEEN.
ed to bring non-affiliated
kncwn for its friendly, courteous friends
treatment, for its dependability
The fact that Flag Day falls on
and for its values. When you are June 14.
prompted Burchett's dein the market for furniture, paint. cision to
combine its observance
wallpaper or linoleum, visit Ex- with Masonic
Fraternal Day, which
change Furniture Company and annually has been
the subject of
the chances are you'll become an- a proclamation
by the Governor.
other of their thousands of satisfied
The three meetings will place
iustomers'
• special emphasis on the Constitution of the United -Staten and on

Masons Invite
Friends To Join
In Celebration

"Ithere's sunshine in

SUMMER SUEDES

PetiteDebs.

min
non
rot

BR

D.1471-15l Open Se41

MOW

'serl
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''at
YOU
s .
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tat
r/e8

It
let
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YOU'RE LOOKING FOR PAINT, we'v• get
it .
say Nell Graham, Robert Graham and Darrell
Wilson
at Exish•ngei Furniture Company. The
paint department is just one secher, of
this bustling Ow, on Commercial Avenue.
Today's Shopper "Spotlight- is enjoyed a good
business throughon ale Exchange Furniture Corn- out its 35
years serving the Kenpuny, the oldest used furniture Tenn area.
store itt Fulton. and a firm that has
Exchange Furniture Company
is, of course, more than just a
furniture store. It is an old. wellestablished paint store that handles
a complete line of Martin Senour

ref
Fulton • Union City Highway,
bed
lei
at
gri

ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES

re
PD

TNUR - FRI - SAT
MAY lf, 29, 21

WI

Peter Sellers
Peter O'Toole
Ir
"WHAT'S NEW
PUSSY CAT'"

tr:
W.
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Jewelry
Dresses

AND
Rory Calhoun
Linda Darnell
In
"BLACK SPUR"
(Technicolor)

SUN -

Lingerie
Gloves
Purses
lioniery

MON - TUES WED

May

Sportswear
- Mix & Match

13, 33, 24, 25

Elizabeth Taylor
Richard Burton
Eva .Mane Saint
In
•
"THE SANDPIPER"
—AND
"LADY IN A
CHAGE"
— Starring Olivia De Havilland
Ann Southern

these and other

suggestions at - -

300 Main Si.

paihts and supplies, and it is also
one cf the best-known stqres in
lit s area for wallpaper and paperhanger's supplies.
Exchange
Furniture Company
bcgan business in 1931. deep in the
days of the great depression of
that time. In 1932 the firm moved
from its location on upper Lake
Street to Church Street now Commercial Avenue), and began its
long and steady growth in the
furniture, point and wallpaper business. In 1946 the Company built
its present building on Commercial
Avenue and moved across the
street to it and thus it has remained to this day.
Exchange is managed by Robert Graham. and
has
been
throughout its 35 years of existence. Mr. Graham is assisted by
his capable wife. Nell. and by Darrell Wilson, assistant manager and
salesman. Darrell, who lives on
Route 2, Water Valley, has been
With Exchange for If years. Sam
Nesbitt, deli,eryman. has been
with the company for 27 yeaLa.
Exchange Furniture Company
has 5.500 square feet of display
space for its new furniture depart
ment. paints and wallpaper. and
3.000 square feet of space on its
second floor for used furniture display, so don't make the mistake
of walking in the front door and
think you are seeing everything
right there on the ground floor!
When you are looking for a good
bargain in used furniture. always
be sure to visit Exchange. On the
second floe!' there are rows and
rows of all kinds of used furniture
at bargain prices. You are always
welcome to come in and browse
around!
All used electric refrigerators

—

•

FUL TON

SHOWING

•

Thru SATURDAY

JAMES S1FIVART • Mk1IEENO1OKIIMI IDTH

THE RARE BREED"
TECHNICOLOR'• PANAVISION

oPitYERSAL eaCSURE

Sunday - Monday and Tuesday

ture for women to see with their hearts!

oestatiottoolso

LAWAWRNERe
a,;01P011266
T141EttcoLoR
JOHN FORSYTHE - KEIR 001IfA

(
BAY FAMILY :ITI:

TACTIONSIVIN

e
II

40" ADMIRAL

ELECTRIC RANGE

C,

$138:1

a
51

- Judge Earl T. Osborne

INNERSPRING MATTRESS 81 MACHING BOX SPRING
S

Candidate for

COURT OF
APPEALS
._
WPSD -TV
CHANNEL 6

Fri. Nile May 20
10:15 CDT
9:15 CST
ALSO

Mon. Nile May 23
Same Time

312 COIL
Complete Set - - -

$5995

1

MAPLE TABLE
21" Console

With 4 Glair* —S Leaves

SYLVANIA

COLOR TV

$388"
Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

Phone

472-1501

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

tweallgt
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Fulton, Ky.

apah Temple. Nadi:ell Hall at the Ma.
Aulaville. and East.
inlversity Coliseum.

REGULAR SIZE LOAVES
WONDER, COLONIAL, TAYSTEE
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS
FOR

LIMIT I PLEASE

With An Additional 15.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.

5 89,
4
11 FRANKS
CREAM PIES
3 3i PORK SAUSAGE
DINNERS
A
POTATOES 5 89( BOLOGN
s SIRLOIN TIP

U. S. GOVERNMENT GRADED CHOICE

OCOMA FROZEN

MEAT

LITTLE ANDY
HAND-PICKED SPECIAL BY
REELFOOT PACKING CO.

FOR

PIES

14 OZ. SIZE

OCOMA FROZEN

OLEO

OCOMA FROZEN

BONE IN

flI oPF ROAST
49c ,RUMP
2 LBS. 89t ROUND ROAST U. S. CHOICE
La 59C WINGS
LB. 49c BREAST
LEGS&TH1GHS La 39C NECKS

FOR

SNOW-FRESH FROZEN
FRENCH FRIED

LB.

BONELESS

U. S. CHOICE

DEL MONTE 303 SIZE CAN 151/40ZAi

FRUIT COCKTAIL
GRADE A

EGGS

SMALL

3

IGE

LB. 99C G1SSARDS

DADS

GALLON

QUICK & EASY

LB. 390 BACKS

CANS

SLICED
CANS

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

RFO1B.IN

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

AlID

LB.

DOZEN $1IBA

NABISCO PREMIUM

I

LB.

FRYER PARTS

REELFOOT (ALL MEAT)

LIMIT I PLEASE

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

F"

LB. 69C 4IA OZ. BOX

U. S. CHOICE

12 OZ. PKG.

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY

3
39
59( DREAM WHIP
39(
ROOT BEER
BISCUITS 6 49(
5 49(
GRAPE JAM
PEACH PRESERVES
RED PLUM PRESERVES

FOR

REELFOOT

LBS

DELITED 18 OZ. JAR

LB.

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

LBS.

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase, Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.

IHICKERS1 bb
(FRESHEST PRODUCE IN TOWN)

FLORIDA VINE-RIPENED

Double
Quality Stamps
On Wednesday

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

150CASH JACKPOT
LB.
!
TOMATOES

39( SNAP BEANS "FT-11'"'"
RANGES AR—
19( NEW POTATOES
PEAS
HULL
PURPLE
* PLUS QUALITY STAMPS *
(EGG PLANTS
2
/
YELLOW SQUASH - 121

I

nTlarti(
UU QUALITY STAMPS

PAM Your No, 4 Coupons You Received In The Mall.
Co Irmo wva •rwire-rue
VTIimp

DOZEN

SWEET

CURN

EAR s
YTELL)OW & WHITE
(F FRESHt FFLORIDA
FI...d0Rcl

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS.

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

:

,COUPO

6

REGULAR SIZE BOX

WHY PAY10 TO 15% MORE FOR YOUR GROCERIES
ON SUNDAY... SHOP EARLY and SAVE YOURSELF
I.
SOME MONEY — SHOP E W. JAMES & SON'S
6 DAYS A WEEK AND SAVE MONEY

COUPON

IFTT1

FREE!
!
!FREE
:2
FORKSTEL
COUPON

AMERICA'S FAVORITE WASHING POWDER

It Takes A $20.00 Order To Get All Items Listed With WOO Purchases.

,cOUPONI

Ilith this coupon •sd • 51.00 putaaaaa. excluding milk a
tobacco product•.
JILLyiiyA

res

With An Additional 15.00 Purchase, Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.

Be Sure and Check Your Numbers ...
You Could Be The Lucky One.

STAINLESS

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS•

LIMIT I PLEASE

DRAWING TIME ... FRIDAY, 6:00 P.M.

box

BIG ;
DAYS
TO DO ;
; YOUR
k SHOPPING,

CHECK CLOSELY...YOU WILL SEE GROCERIES COST
MORE ON SUNDAY ...
10 TO 15% MORE ...
... Shop Early With E. W. James & Sons and Save.

qt.
Fulton, Ky.
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HAT'S GOING ON
HERE
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

Pa

The fourth annual
:Kentucky National
Guernsey Show and
3 Sale will be held at
the Kentucky Fair and

Exposition Center on
May 22-23. A change
has been made in this
year's program in
that the show will be

I

har
1
TI
Pop!
ent
con
lath
hea

ALL POPULAR ANALYSES
10-20-20
5-20-20

0-20-20
6-12-12

PROVEN
PERFORMANCE
In
Yielding Ability
Standing Ability Root
Lodging - Disease Resistance
Large Flats - $9.50
per bu.
Regular Flats - $10.25
per bu.
Available now at

BROWDER
MILLING COMPANY
Fulton. Kentucky

Dial 172-1300

held on Sunday afternoon, starting at 3:00
p.m.
Judging this year's
event will be Clyde
Chappell, an extension dairyman from
the University of
Tennessee. At 7:00
p. m. Sunday evening,
the annual banquet
and awards program
will be held in the
Savarin Restaurant at
the Exposition Center.
A total of 47
animals have been
consigned to the show
and sale this year.
Of thee e, 43 are
females. As with all
of the National shows
and s a 1 e s, each
anima 1 has been
carefully selected by
a screening committee. All have met
the high standards
set by the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture and the show
and sale committee
of the Kentucky
Guernsey Breeders
Association.
J. L. Coots, Finchvale, is chairman of
the show and sale
committee. He says
this year's consignments should offer
Kentucky dairymen a
good opportunity to
b u y some top-bred
animals for their
herds. He points out
that all of the animals
are well above breed
requirements in production.
* * * *
Plans for Kentucky's observance of
June Dairy Month
are well underway,
and this year's program should be a fine
one. Bob Johnson of
Oscar Ewing Dairy,
Louisville, has been
named to serve as
June Dairy Month
chairman.
The Department'.•
two dairy specialists,
Wallace Campbell

and Charlie Irwin,
will be working
closely with the June
Dairy Month Committee in holding

last year as their
observance of June
Dairy Month. These
program. included
such things a•a
"June Dairy Day,"
publicity projects,
and the naming of a
dairy princess. I
would hope that an
even greater number
of activities will be
held this June.

special programs
throughout the State.
Promotional services
of t h e Department
will also be directed
toward assisting with
this annual event.
Some 60 counties
had special programs

colorful event will bat,
the Walnut Hair
Farm, located od i
the Newton Pike in'
Fayette County.

grass Championship
Sheep Dog Trials will
be held on June 4 and
5 this year. Site of
this entertaining and

PORTRAIT SPECIAL

1 97c

ONLY

The Kentucky Blue-

x 14 Bust Vignette

Pit Bar-B-Oue

Reg. 66.95 value for
97c
Phis 50c handling charge

Ontoot B•rtromalray
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
AND TRY OUR
NOMADS CHILI

LOUNGE Open S to 12

ENTERTAINMENT
Porcumions
Jr. Blaylock
V•rieere Bands

Tom
Mors.
Sat.

Only two specials per family or one per subject
Choice of several proofs
No Age Limit
By Wilson Studio

RAILROADFulton
SALVAGE
In

ao-led

11 a. m. to 5 p.m. SATURDAY. MAY 21

eoffoo, tool

BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EAST TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION.

11Aliffti ChW
LIERSRAT
IIPIlatOU

37"

Kens Dress Shirts
2 for $3.00
\

Ladles

Jamaica Sheds

Reg.$2.00

$1.00

Sizes 15 to 161 z
Sizes 8 to 18
Solids and Plaids

Mens No - Iron

Canal Slacks

TRUCK - LOAD

SIZZLER SALE!

Sizes 32 to 40
\i Olive & Black

.41

' 2

"15" WIZARD CUSTO
CHEST FREEZER

Dacron & Cotten

Stores A Full S22 Lb.. - Heavy Duty
Steel Linos - Counterbalanced Safety
Lid - Fiberglass Insulation - Fly. 'Icor
Guarantee,

Ladies Tennis Oxford

$1.44
Size 4% to 10

"19" Chest Freezer
"21" Chest Freezer
"25" Chest Freezer

$185.95
6195.95
6225.95

Mess Tonal: Oxford

$2.44

IR CONDITIONER SALE

Sizes 6% to 12

Patio Tables $1.00

18,000 BTU _ _ _ _ $248.88
22,000 BTU _ _ _ _ $269.95
15,000 BTU _ _ _ _ $188.88

Reg.$1.25
19" High 19- Round
Handy TV or Snack Table

BB

• 2 - HP Compressor

Ladies Flats $1.66
Reg. 62.00
Sizes 5 to 9
Leather Like
Vinyls and Straw
Flats

3-PC. LUGGAGE SET
is CHARCOAL
• BLUE

Light Weight
• Portable

Compact

$5.50

• 3 Speeds • Boater Ejector
• Wall Hanger
Sunbeam Mix Master

Rand Mixer $8.50

With Carrying Case, Battery.
and Ear Phone

Vinyl Cov•rod.

• New Compact Styling
• Largo, Longer Beaters
• Beater & Ejector

Western.Auto Associate Store P. N. HIRSCH zit CO.
ST.

0

Rand Mixer

8 Transistor Radios $4.00

• Guaranteed 5 Years
• FREE INSTALLATION

202 LA

;12.58

Lady Vanity

Grill $1.00

• Brass Finish Logs
• 3 Position Grill
o
Reg.$1.29
13" Diameter

• 2 - Speed Fan
• Adjustable Air Direction
• Re-usable Filter
• Thermostat - Controlled

Lady Sunbeam

Hair Dryer

FULTON. KY.

Otttoall,
&oft Pass
41=IIINIEW

S:
.
to II - Masa TIons Thera.

Charge it now
on convenient
credit terms!

11:31 to II Fri. - Sat.

OK:

rful event will bisWalnut Fia11
n, located en
Newton Pike in.
Itte County.

Fulton, K•

NME11•111•••111ft,
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PRICES GOOD THURS.MAY 19rii TNIZU SAT. MAY 2Isk ..

claetintuctcuj IteDeubeit. 6,8474 Grumt StahnporDoui !!!!

MMUS

d

AmERICAN
EXPRESS

or
Iling-chassto
lr one per subject
1 proofs

Money
Orders

.VAGE
Y. MAY 21

ACRES oF FREE PARKING !

SOLD HERS

1

c),GGLy vv.
- COuP0 Iv !

PEACHES

COUPON AND ADDITIONAL PURCHASE OF 55POR MORE

ExCLuDi WC: TOBACC0

\two

AP-1'1m tv‘AY

lie

1966

PURCHASE OF 509 OR MORE EXCLUDING TOBACCO -Is DAR'A' PRODUCTS.

votO APrEa

STEAK
RIBS

S CHMCG

SHOP.T
OF BEEF

LB

/it*

k Wag

nit

3

$1°
,BRISK ETBEEF LessLB.2
LBE4
A Bost ui.69c STEAK Qou"

cig STEAKmiNure
991
9i
LB.
STEAKsIaLoiN
4 BACON=e'" .69g

39' STEW

LB

MAY

HAMBURGER,
UU
LBS.
• g

RIB
LB.
T BoNt

3c?

WITN TNIS COUPON AND ADDITIONAL

OAIR.Y PROD.

u.s.

LB.

LB

U.S. CHOICE

SLICED

TRAY

PAcIcE0

2,Le•s.

rz-g•R--"ii-xe:

ROAsi
fir# FRAN KS"'It= 39t NECK BONE
CHICKENS'
'
- 3"."6c# STEAKcuBE 1°-202. 4109 PIG FE EPR.E.5:4OO

AND

19 PEASo`x":'
Atfbs.mot..29 PEAS

1:=.‘f Lij"et p

MILKSwr
ea

SU N SET GOLD

2.9p

1.11AT'S

PEAS

3
nos.
WITO
COoPow

VEGETABLES'.mit
•
FOOft
N 1 BABY DItt:,

ALLEN CfloLuEee.
1.-iSss.CANE
AU.ENS
CAUEATS

.
‘147:66 Z.

MAxwELL

GIANT
48oz

P. J.'S

14ouse

"X

I I.B.CAN

PACkAGE

0

14

ATsu•
pEAc Es

Dxford

IS

I PORK MAW LS.
BOLOGNA. mz7E4LuS 590t,

PE

3Lb.CAN

%To Coupopi

'TIC LEG

k

I

CRISCO 3 L.c" 39c
WITH THIS

CNOtCE

SATISFACTION.

PIGGLY kfutGGLY CouPON !

roll:.le

•.• OOOOO

$1.44

Sr

Mix Master
Mixer
pact Styling
onger Beaten
Ejector

$1.50

ALCOA A W1140 M
ibow104 2EPT. LONG.
O.•
.
•••••

GREEN

AA
W ITN
DUO•91.1WeS Viet 1 VIP
•'••• •

EL

FRESH
SHELIA

Boz.

HEINZ

PAcKAG•E

1514-02.CA N
•

ly Vanity

xer
$5.50
▪ Boater Ejector

OO•

GOLDEN
FOOD A-t-E.Eax

16oz..CAN
sou
8"(".4104 CHICKEN...Lis*,
MILK ci-Et?LT*11Ire 104 BEANCSA OOOOOO ••••••.
CAKE MIX "4-ergG. 10g SPAGHETTI'
T1.'013:6:101: BEANStte'si's';,̀14(.A".N. 104 140MINYA/".011.CAm
••. ••11
AND BEANS
CA M

$12.511

••

og

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
4( sr *

41/z to /0

ly Sunbeam
ryer
hi
ge • Compact

lop KRAFT"Tizma- 59g CIIIPS5"rgwOOOri-v°
.••• 494 TEA BAGS'ic'fottui1660 BAG
89: FOIL
FLOU R"'"T
"A' $119 ClIEESE
ALLEN'S

t

VIEN NASsr= 494 BEEF STEW•sA:.;:•49g TUNA
CORN BEEF.s.r.1"27 49g M EATcwew

.CAN

MACKERAI.2.-11-84A"494
8c? PRESERVES 3-266%. $10P
1
0

TRAWBERRIEV 1(1)POTATOE
St
POT PIES

)SIIRIMP Ftrive 49.9
•
L

WATERMELONS

18 POUND AVERAGE

EACH

99c

' $09
6. PitG3

••••

Fulton, Ky.

l
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Coordinate Linens
With Bath Decor
Closet cleaning time is a good
to think about replenishing
your linen supply.
It's an opportunity to try a bright
new color like Persian rose or mint
green, or an off-best color to blend
with print curtains or wallpaper
to spark bathroom decor. If the
bathroom is already color coordi-

time

Page C

nated, new towels will match the
ones on hand.
For up-w-date color combinations,
Kimberly-Clark Corporation is offering giant wraparound Dundee
bath towels It. white and ten colors
to blend ow contrast with any bathtorn.. To get yours, send two
premium seals from Dehey bathWOOS'tissue and $2 for each towel to
Dehey, Box 9600, St. Paul, Minnesota 55177.
Choose mint green, olive green,
blue mist, blueberry, lemon, old
gold, sand, bronze, pink. Persian
nage. Or white.

Exciting news . . . exciting savings for family
in today and outfit the family for summer at and home!Come
low Anniversary
Sale prices!
1111-t
STOla
RESI

Fulton, Ky.

CELEBRATING 37 YEARS OF
VALUE-GIVING WITH A GREAT

niVersarq

a.
Ti
POP,
eat
coin
lath
lies

Your graduation gift problem can be solved at our
store. We have a wide, wonderful collection of gifts
for young men.

FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
• Suits & Sport Coats
• Slacks & Sport & Dress Shirts

Bring a Friend — Share
the Savings in This Big
Boys' Popular Western StyI
13 3/4-oz. Denim

DRESS
SALE!

DUNGAREES

• Ties and Socks
• Belts and Jackets
• Mens Toiletries and Jewelry
• Novelty gifts and many other items for your
consideration.

Coarse weave whambock big. &Wei for

rough

Gifts Wrapped Free

GRISHAM'S MENS WEAR
220 Main Street

and

toothie

weer. Riveted sad
bar tacked at thole
points
weer*

stitched moms. Reg.
sloes, slims sod bolo
Wes of MN IOW

Fulton. Ky.

SUMMER MILLINERY

$299-'4"

ular $699 Styles

Who can organize a kitchen

NOW $9° EACH, OR
's 79c

CREW SOCKS
11:-bulk Wes' Amy. is umsi

Stretch Nylon Mind.

PETITES', JUNIORS', MISSES', 1/2 SIZES
You can... easily. Thanks to Rubbermaid Kitebat OttMints!

• Step-in Styles • 2-piece Styles
• Shift end Shirtwaist Wise
Dawes and casual styles for all your summer occasions. Choose frosts many
fabrics including cottons, nylons, reyens, etc. . . In white and pretty pastel
tints. Solids and prints.

Nock Sr white pies sloe
popular oilers. Isressh

Orion* Acrylic-Nylon

Boys' Crew Socks

Big Savings Now On
Cop 'a Piet. Carer/ Organores crowded
...cabinets for safe string. Sons cups to front
!
protects fine china Color WM. sand
9.10.re 91). charneter, • CS' h.dh
SUS.

TM.Tamar.*wares on bell Nonni base
Spot needed items at front Traced for double
capac,ly Colors 1Vh.te end geed Sues 1014'
.SO' h.gh (as skarn)
Slide 00000able: IOW •.b4' ...Lb (eel
shown)
01*

SUMMER SLEEPW

Ribbed top crew styles In light
blue, Winans. Mock, white,
tan, green and red. Stretch
sizes 9 to 11 •Dupon Tht

Seamless
Iltered•Tensuble. Rotates for easy reach base
cannel storage Sens needed awns to hoot
Color Sand Inc urn 19'. 21'(n shown)
U.N. ISO' darnel., soe
ILL

Nylons

Olide•Oet Ve00000 Drawer. Preludes
shy) ed storage for hods. vegetables holds it
to lilt, Color Sand Sq. il'1
deep k 9'
0,60 6/
1
4• nib
ILK

' •I
Saby doll pajamas
Sleep coats
Dorm shirts
Long or waltz gowns
Long or shorty
pajamas
11.4..-010 Woven. dt.6.e dotage spate and
give added convenrance in cabmen Drawers
glide out smoothly to bong back of catnnet
up
1/0111 Color Sand Ayanatie on It. lila
1999' deep
9' wrde e 24.• hill
Slid.
ISIS' deep 11. wide 29S•
11.51
1955' deep. II' wIde • 2%• high
$1.111.
1955' deep • 16' ande • 2%.Nab
SLR.

11110.-0111 Lid Reek.(Viand. bog and small
Ids muffin tras Cushron coated steel Iwo.
Colo. Sand Stye 19
.deed.12'.nde.SO'
noel
111.11

Kitchen Organizers In our
Housewares Department

Phone 472-1434

Fulion, Ky.

59c a Pair or

pr.
First quality
soamlees nylons
. . In cinnamon,
mist and solar
beige. SSA toll.

frog
en
wat%
grew used
MI set with
gad
Wads le
disrobe! end
Sims $2 te 42.

EXUM

TV AND

ELECTRIC

I

,T

IERY
-$499

I Mao
I Meek
Peassia

mane Wok
paw draw
leek Swiss
yea. pawl&

SERVICES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have an
'opportunity in classifieds. Do you
'paint? do alterations7 fix bicycles?
baby sit? Make that spending moo.
.ey — use Shopper classifieds!

CONVALESCENT ITEMS Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG - 4794262.

OR
LP WANTED MALE
ALE: - Rawleigh business
ble in FULTON CO. OR CITY
REDUCE,
ULTON, HICKMAN & CLIN•
unnecessary. , with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
Experience
Now available at
e average earnings. write I gum form
eigh Dept. KYE-1071.240 Free. SOUTHSIDE DjIUG
-- - - - TIRES I
Loads of *orml For Hs* tiro or
you need a baby sitter, caU of Tiros you want,
ask Kan
Jewell McClain, 419-1735.
I mak* you a th.1 at CB&O.
SALE, a milk route deliver.
milk to the Cheese Plant
ated by Swill & Company of
n. Ky. This offers a good infor the right person Call
or 411 2534 Hours 8 AM to

mingoa. cranes, birds and
r lawn ornaments repainted to
like new. Allen's Pottery,
in Highway Phone 4742513

• hurry' _Too busy to TIMES
for pow' family? Then I
re. Violet Johnson do poor
g for you. Mrs. Johnson !
delicious home-mode pies to ;
. Jun cal her at 4T9-,N and
mottos's done!

FORD MUSTANG
MUSTANG
✓!

4-spisoid, 4-bar-

GALAXIE XL Me; 4-spood
GALAXIE hardtop, black,
rod interior • 390 - 3 speed
Galosh ME 4..dese hardtop
I, automatic; power stowing
FAI
MO 2-door hardtop VS; straight shift; lat.,.

T•bl• and chair sat
Gonor•I Eloctric Stov•
Columbi• Phonograph
Cushion Floor
$2.23 a sq. yd.
Dial* Gas Rang.
$75
Hot Point Riotrig•rrrrr and
From.
$49.95
DoLuxo Frost Clear Gibson
Itittriesrator
$159.95
bolus. Frost Char Gibson
Rorfrigorator
9119.95
D•Luxo Frost Char Gibson
Itafrigotrator
$149.95

I

SERVICE

FAST RELIEF
fro,a pair, itch t,.at
bu:ii front HEMORRliulDS
RtX.111 Normets
Oitilmeot and Suppositories

EVANS DRUGS

We g ve
DX
_q
quality stamp.
>

• Swk.s1
Old Bill has a real sharp Tea
white 64 Pontiac Catalina 4 door
hardtop. Its equipped with air
conditioning, power
steering
and power brakes. A great buy.
•

I

Ford LTD 4-Dr hardtop; SN
motor, air conditioned, pow.,
throwing, tinswi
windshield,
radio & roar Hat 'smoker;
SEWS whitow•11 tiros. StYl•
stooring who"! Coiniri, wash/ire,
4-way Mash., backup light,
IMO milts.
CHEV PICKUP, VS, long
hod
CHEVELLE I.Dr. Super Sport,
350 Hp, 4 Ipso& white outside
black inside
CHEVROLET Bial•ir
4-doo
VI; overdrive; local 1-own.

lay

Mechanic on Duty rim 10 pm

NEW six ounce size
regularly 125°

7 Days a Wool,
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It's Not Right .. .

at Ken-Tenn Auto Sales

We'll Do It Again Fr.

For a Limited Time 850

W. C. DAMONS DX

Total beauty begins with a beautiful complexion!
Start looking far lovelier with Du Barry's FIRST
EDITION . . famous CREME PARADOX in
new deluxe size at a very special price! A chiffonlight, non-greasy night cream containing precious
oils and moisturisers, CREME PARADOX melts
deep, deep down into your skin. . . smooths and
silkens it to new, delightful eoftnees. Superb for
dry, parched complexions ... merely marvelous for
ad skin types. Hypo-allergenic, too!

SERVICE STATION
45-51 By-pass - Highlands
BELAIR 2-door, 1-sonar;
air conditioning
FALCON; Bucket
Ilk, now
PLYMOUTH 4 • door
Solved.'
CHEVROLET hardtop 6-cyl
automatic; Oran
FORD 4-door; automatic
PLYMOUTH Valiant station
wagon; nits
CHEVROLET 4-door station
wagon
CORVAIR; automatic, clisan,
I own.
FORD station wagon
GALAXIE V-S; Automatic
STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
FALCON 2-door, black,
ght
CHEV Impala 4-dr; V-S,
automatic
CHEV wagon, 4-door
BUICK 2-door
THUNDERBIRD
CHEV. ‘-eyl automatic

SOUTHSIDE
COMPANY

DRUG
*

125

E. State Line

****

479-2262
**************4
ca4afit yfaIi
Nosh Puppies, Claw,
Tartor Sauce
French 5,144

FORD truck, 6-cyl; good
condition
GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic lift
on roar

WILSON MOTORS

car

VOLKSWAGEN bon, 1-owner, cloen
CHEVROLET Rol Air Sedan
FORD 3-mat MOWN%
clean, I, cruisontatic, pow
GALAXIE S. croolsomatic,
. pow., I owner; rod & white
FAIRLANE SIB VI; straoght
shift, a Lown. local car
OLDSMOBILE convoirtibl•
Ford Wagon, automatic &nil
• power
, CIVIEV IMPALA hardtop 4dour; extra than
Ford pickup, 6-cyl.
CHEV BELAIR **clan, nit)
& than, 6-cyl; ono owner
CHEVROLET Eels& soden;
. extra nice
FORD pickup
• !II FORDS pickups

CHEVICK.11
.

lmp.t.
2-dr4 •
hardtop; wallow with black
vinyl inside; Pg. Ps; low mil.ago; Tenn. car
IMPALA Sac", Sport; Wu* in
and out; 327 engine, Pg. Ps
CHEVROLET NI Deluxe 4-Dr
sedan VS; Pe
CHEVROLET Bol•ir with air
and power; rod-whito
CHEVROLET Impala convert
Ibis, Ps, Pe; white *OH&
blow inside
COMET 4-cyl 4-door; air conditionod; local Ky. car
CORVAIR 4-door, Pg
CHEV IT Nova 4-door, Pe
CHEV Bolair 4-dr VI straight
CHEV Bolair 4-dr 6-cyl straight
CHEV Impala 4-dr hahltop

Dial. 472 3362
US 45-51 Bypass, North

Ask Chester to check you,
auto air-condLtioner.
Kings
Service Dept is equipped to
service. charge and repair
ALL types of automative air

VSTANT
ASE

conditioners.
PULTON, KY.

IRON
CKS

Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 412.2446
1111la Hottlficett - Aubrey Taylor - Larry &lay; Dwain and
Dan Taylor

'99

Simallinan Sheet Metal.
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 472-191:

101 WEST STATE

LINE • SOUTH

FUT4

Cf THE OLDEST AND MOOT RESPECTED
FAMILIES iN ENGLAND IS NAMED COPE,
NO NEM. SIR WALTER COPE SEINED
EEN ELIZABETH I, OR ANTHONY COPE
RUED THREE KINGS' HENRY VII, HENRY VIII,
ND EDWARD I. ME FAMILY MOTTO WAS,
COME WITH A SPIRITED HORSE. THE
tR9T COPE CAME 'TO AMERicA
ROUND 011.4.

With The Purchase Of

2Gallons of Martin Senour Inferior Paint

•
Wolk&
with topiellill
ilyester-asNie
siyastaroreran
III brown,
I end Wok
to 41

on. ...

auFvFty:

Du El

1500 Colors To Choose From!

\
•

-4'
he
'

S MEAT FROM BULLS SLAIN IN
BULL- FIGHTS OF SPRINL.SOLD
FcR HUMAN CON M

F SOME 33,000
TOPA.% IN THE U.S.,
fr
ONLY TWO APE NAMED COPE
•nE ONE IN COLORADO is OLDER FOUND(
51 JONATHAN C. COPE 04 164t7. A FARMING
COMMUNITY Itt TILE EASTERN PART
OF THE STATE, IT HA4130 RESIDENTS

I:4
E, S.C.,FOUNDED ABOUT 70 YEARS
A00, WAS ORIGINALLY COPES
/
TAM. A FAMILY NAMED COPE DAVE
SlifT-OF WAY roe THE RAILROAD. ALsE.
FAS/AND COMMUNITY iT HAS A POPULATION
F J50. COPE IS ALSO NE NAME FOR A NEW
°UNIQUE HEADACHE REMEDY CREATED ESPECIALLY FOR
OHIO.% EVERYDAY NERVOUS TENSION HEADACHE*.

VES!114EIR ERRS ARE BACK or
E HIND LS AND THEY POSSESS
VERY KEEN HERRING!

NATIVES BELIEVE IHRT 114
'S MAD FuRV SO HEATS ITS
000'114AT "1-IE FLESH IS
sALLv POISONED!

$6.15 Gal.

TENN

School Is Out!

VACATION
TIME
IS HERE!
Let's pack up the car and 4101
FOR BEST PERFORMANCE
USE...
SKYCHIEF GASOLINE
FIRE CHIEF GASOLINE
HAVOLINE MOTOR OIL

§jecial (hagatjps .4,====
Bonus
MARFAK LUBRICATION - 100 EXTRA STAMPS
OIL CHANGE - 100 EXTRA STAMPS
FILTER CHANGE - 100 EXTRA STAMPS
All Three Jobs- 100 Additional Stamps -Or A
Total 01 400 Extra Stamps.
PICK UP YOUR NET QUALITY STAMP PREMIUM CATALOG.

472-3961

